This is an analog scope? • HDTV proposal meets all key criteria

Servicing the RCA CTC107 color TV — Part II

Circuit tracing
Find the Defective Capacitors, Coils, Resistors, SCR's and Triacs that all other testers miss...

Presenting a new, improved, dynamic and mistake proof LC Analyzer that finds defective components all other testers miss.

- Dynamically tests capacitors for value from 1 pF to 20F, leakage with up to 1000 volts applied, dielectric absorption and equivalent series resistance (ESR).
- Dynamically tests inductors, in-or-out of circuit, from 1 uH to 20 Henrys for opens, shorts, value, and detects even one shorted turn.
- Dynamically tests SCR's, Triacs, High Value Resistors, and locates the distance to within feet of an open or short in a transmission line for an added bonus.
- Automatically makes all of the tests, compares them to EIA (Electronic Industries Association) standards and reads the results as Good or Bad. Enter all information right from the component without look-up charts, calculations, or errors.
- Extends your testing capability to places where an AC cord won’t reach, with rechargeable 9 hour battery or AC operations.
- An added feature alerts you that the fuse has opened, and that there may be residual high voltage on the component under test.

New! And Improved!

With the All New, LC102 AUTO-Z™ Automatic Capacitor-Inductor Analyzer. Four Patents

Call 1-800-SENCORE
In Canada Call 1-800-851-8866
When VCR problems bring your service department to a standstill, turn to your Mitsubishi VCR Troubleshooting Guides! This intensive two tape collection of troubleshooting information features Mitsubishi's on-screen indexing system for easy symptom analysis and efficient troubleshooting.

The techniques explored are easily adaptable and can be applied to a wide range of VHS VCR brands. The VCR Troubleshooting Guides are a continuous source of reliable information that saves time, money and headaches.

If troubleshooting has got you down, look up to the experience of the easy-to-follow Mitsubishi Troubleshooting Guides.

Turn your service department down-time into up-time, today!
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Someone brings in a TV brand you've never heard of and you don't even know where it was manufactured, let alone have a manufacturer-produced schematic. What do you do — send the customer away (probably forever) or try to fix it anyway (probably unsuccessfully)? You have one other option: Trace the circuit you suspect the problem is in and make your own schematic. Don't panic — it may not be as tough as it sounds.
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Even when schematics for particular electronic devices aren't available, if the servicer knows what the different component symbols are and what function the components themselves play, tracing the circuit can allow him to draw his own schematic. (Concept and design by Barbara Miles, graphic designer.)
These leaders specify Leader.
When servicing electronics, depend on Leader for your test equipment needs.

Leader meets the standards of so many, because we set such high standards in design.
Equip your bench with our standard test equipment as required by manufacturers. Leader continually consults manufacturers and their service facilities to determine what products and features you'll need. The unique features on Leader equipment help you work smarter and increase efficiency.

SEE LEADER INSTRUMENTS AT ELECTRO '89, BOOThS 1663-1667

1. LCG-400S NTSC Pattern Generator
2. LVS-5909B NTSC VectorScope
3. LDC-823S 250-MHz Frequency Counter
4. LMS-238 TV Stereo Generator
5. 3216 AM/FM Stereo Generator
6. LHM-80B High Voltage Meter
7. LSW-333 TV Sweep Generator
8. LAG-120S Audio Generator
9. LMV-165A AC Millivoltmeter
10. LFM-36A Wow & Flutter Meter
11. LDM-171 Distortion Meter
12. LTC-906 Transistor Checker
13. LDM-832A Digital Multimeter
14. LPS-112 DC Power Supply
15. LPM-8000 Laser Power Meter
16. LBO-2060 CRT Readout Oscilloscope

Call toll-free 1 800 645-5104
In NY State 516 231-6900
Leader Instruments Corporation
380 Osler Avenue, Hauppauge, New York 11788
Regional Offices:
Chicago, Dallas, Los Angeles, Boston, Atlanta
In Canada call Omnitrion Ltd. 416 828-6621
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I get some interesting letters from readers. Just today (it's April 20 as I write this) I received a letter from a reader who has a MultiTech VCR in for repair. The letter states, "I have a VCR for servicing but cannot find any schematic for it. The make of this VCR is MultiTech model MV-089. I hope you can give me some information or know someone who knows about this VCR brand."

I researched both the most recent Consumer Electronics Show Guide and the latest Howard W. Sams Photofact index. Nothing.

This is a common problem. Not too long ago I received a letter from someone looking for a television set with the brand name Conic. Never heard of it.

In still another letter, a reader asked for information on a Dumont TV set. A little research revealed that the company was actually no longer a manufacturer, but was selling sets made by several manufacturers in Asia under the Dumont brand name. In this case, the only way to get servicing information on a Dumont set was to contact the brand-name seller with a model number. That company would, in turn, give the caller the name of the company that actually manufactured the set. Then the individual who needed the information could call or write to the manufacturer for servicing literature.

There seems to be an epidemic of this kind of thing, and it's a real problem. In so many cases, when the set is brought in for service, the servicer has no idea where to get information.

We'd like to try to improve this situation. If we can get the cooperation of a lot of our readers, perhaps we could act as a kind of information clearing house. Here's what we propose: If you have any kind of consumer-electronics product in for servicing and you just can't find any servicing information on the product, let us know. We will publish the request for information, asking readers who know where to find this information to provide us with it.

If a reader is able to provide the information, we'll publish it in a future issue of the magazine. If we get enough of this kind of information, we might even be able to make it a regular department, listing all of the sources of information on the little-known brands on a monthly basis, adding and deleting as the situation warrants. Otherwise, we'll just publish the updates in the News department.

Let's start the ball rolling right now. If you're stymied in the repair of a set because you can't find the servicing information or even locate the company who made the set, drop us a line. We'll try to find someone who knows. If you've spent a lot of time and effort locating information on some obscure set, please share that information with the rest of us. Through a cooperative effort, we might be able to make life a little easier for all servicing technicians, plus improve the level of service to the public.

Mail to:
Conrad Persson
Electronic Servicing & Technology
P.O. Box 12901
Overland Park, KS 66212

REQUEST/SOURCE FOR INFORMATION

Name ________________________________
Street ____________________________________
City __________ State ______ Zip ______
Telephone number __________________________

Information requested/provided: ______________________________

Model/part number __________________________
Manufacturer ________________________________

Where have you checked? _____________________________________________
The new 80 Series is a digital meter, an analog meter, a frequency counter, a recorder, a capacitance tester, and a lot more.

It's the first multimeter that can truly be called "multi," not only standard features, but special functions usually limited to dedicated instruments.

Plus, innovations only Fluke can bring you. Like duty cycle measurements. Or recording the minimum, maximum and average value of a signal. Or the audible MIN MAX Alert that beeps for new highs or lows.

There's even Fluke's exclusive Input Alert, that warns you of incorrect input connections. And a unique Flex-Stand and protective holster, so you can use the 80 Series almost anywhere.

Make sure your next multimeter is truly multi. Call today at 1-800-44-FLUKE, ext 33.

FROM THE WORLD LEADER IN DIGITAL MULTIMETERS.

FLUKE 83

WEB, AMP, OHM, VOLT, DUTY, PEAK, MIN/MAX, AVG, FREQUENCY, PERIOD, INDUCTANCE, PROTECTIVE HOUSING WITH FLEX-STAND

FLUKE 85

WEB, AMP, OHM, VOLT, DUTY, PEAK, MIN/MAX, AVG, FREQUENCY, SERIES, PROTECTIVE HOUSING WITH FLEX-STAND

FLUKE 87

WEB, AMP, OHM, VOLT, DUTY, PEAK, MIN/MAX, AVG, FREQUENCY, SERIES, PROTECTIVE HOUSING WITH FLEX-STAND

Suggested U.S. list price
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FLUKE
UL publishes transformer standard

Underwriters Laboratories (UL) is seeking comments from individuals and organizations interested in helping develop the first edition of the Standard for Safety for High-frequency Transformers for Use in Audio-, Radio- and Television-type Appliances, UL 1877.

The standard will cover transformers intended for use in high-frequency, switching-type appliances in which the primary winding is connected across the supply circuit. These requirements also apply to the associated primary and secondary circuitry necessary for the operation of the transformer.

To request your free copy of a proposed draft, contact Barbara Dorfman at UL, 1655 Scott Blvd., Santa Clara, CA 95050.

NCl lobbies for decoding

The National Captioning Institute (NCI) has released a resolution of its Corporate Advisory Council that calls for TV manufacturers to build closed-caption decoding capability into new TVs by 1991.

The resolution states, "Technology is now available to enable the decoder circuitry to be built into new television sets," and "the availability of decoder-equipped television sets could significantly increase the audience served by the closed-captioned television service."

For more information on NCI, contact the Office of Public Affairs and Development, The National Captioning Institute, 5203 Lecesburg Pike, Suite 1500, Falls Church, VA 22041; 703-998-2416.

EIA publishes report

U.S.-manufactured color TVs accounted for almost 70% of the total number of color TVs sold to consumers in 1987—13.4 million sets worth $5.3 billion in retail value, according to a report by Robert R. Nathan Associates (RRNA) for the Electronic Industries Association (EIA).


The report contained the following highlights:

- Twenty companies currently manufacture color TVs in 35 U.S. cities.
- U.S. production of virtually all of the TV sets 20 inches and larger are sold in the United States.
- 50% of all the 13-inch to 19-inch color TVs that are sold in the United States are produced in the United States.
- Growth in color TV manufacturing's contribution to the U.S. economy was 17.5%, from $15.4 billion to $18.1 billion from 1980 to 1987.
- TV manufacturing today generates 240,000 jobs in the TV industry.

For more information on the report, contact the HDTV Information Center, 1722 Eye St. N.W., Suite 200, Washington, DC 20006; 202-457-4992.

Panasonic announces accessories distributors

Panasonic has announced that nine Midwest-based parts distributors have been authorized to distribute its newly introduced line of typewriter and telephone accessories. Authorized distributors are currently stocked to provide immediate shipment of accessories in bulk quantity. A Panasonic-designed tracking program for small-quantity purchases is also available. For a map of authorized Panasonic accessory distributors, write to Panasonic, 425 E. Algonquin Road, Arlington Heights, IL 60005, Attn: Bob Kryzak.

EIA publishes first-quarter figures

U.S. factory shipments of electronic equipment, components and related products totaled $63.8 billion for the first quarter of 1989, excluding imports. This figure represents a 6.5% increase over the 1988 first-quarter total industry sales figures, according to estimated figures released by the Electronic Industries Association (EIA).

Other shipment figures and figures for percentage of change over 1988 include:

- communications equipment: 16,150 billion (2.6% increase).
- electronic components shipments: $12.8 billion (9% increase).
- consumer electronics sector (including imports): $7.4 billion (4% increase).
- U.S. factory sales of consumer electronics: $1.2 billion.
- computers and industrial electronics: $20.7 billion (6% increase).
- sales of other electronics-related products and services: $12.9 billion (10% increase).
There is No Smarter Choice Than Philips ECG:

ECG PR200A or PR60: For the Right Answer to Your Scope Probe Needs.

ECG scope probes come packed with features and packed with value. Features on the PR200A include:
- 200 MHz bandwidth capability
- X1, X10 attenuation and reference switch
- Low input capacitance
- Large thumb switch with positive detents, for easy switching between X1 and X10 and ground reference
- Comes with an IC tip, BNC adaptor, insulating tip and a retractable hook

The PR60 features:
- 60 MHz bandwidth capability
- X1, X10 attenuation and reference switch
- Retractable hook

ECG scope probes: the smart choice.

ECG DM-26 and DM-27 Full Function General Purpose Multimeters.

The ECG DM-26 and DM-27 multimeters are loaded with features and loaded with value. Just check out the array of capabilities:
- Diode test
- Rotary range switch
- Tilt stand
- 0.8% basic DC accuracy
- 3½” digit LCD display, 0.5” high
- 20 MΩ full scale
- 10 MΩ input resistance, DC
- Low power Ohms
- Overload protected
- The DM-27 also includes an audible continuity test

ECG multimeters: the smart choice.

ECG Replacement Parts Keep VCR’s in Top Shape.

To replace VCR mechanical parts, look no further. Our full line can replace mechanical parts for all major brands of VCR’s, and our catalog contains the most accurate cross-references by brand name, part number, and model number.
- Line includes 13 pinch rollers, 42 idler wheels and assemblies, 4 idler tires, and 48 belt kits
- Individual belts available

VCR mechanical parts from ECG: the smart choice.

ECG Cable Converters Bring in the Signal Loud and Clear.

- The TV 2000 adapts any TV set to cable-ready
- Remote control adjusts volume, turns TV on/off, has direct channel selection and channel stepping
- Receives up to 139 VHF, UHF and cable channels
- Separate video and audio outputs for direct connection to VCR and stereo systems
- Stores up to 12 user-selected channels for quick selection

ECG cable converters: the smart choice.

Contact one of more than 900 distributors or call 1-800-225-8326 for the name of the distributor nearest you. It just might be the smartest call you make all week.

Philips ECG Company
A Division of North American Philips Corporation
© 1989, Philips ECG Company
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Give up real-time capability for storage? Not with Tek!
That's because analog capability is integral to low-cost Tek digital storage oscilloscopes. So you need only one instrument to make all your measurements efficiently. With no trade-offs.

It's another Tek advantage: analog and digital in one familiar, affordable package.

Select either mode at the push of a button.

With digital storage you can capture events which are difficult if not impossible to see on conventional scopes. Pre and post trigger events. Fast transients.


Any waveform can be viewed for as long as you like. Or stored in 4K of memory for later analysis or comparison to other waveforms. And if there's a question about a digital measurement, just push a button for real-time display analysis.
real-time advantage.

The affordable portables.
These are the world's best-selling digital storage oscilloscopes. And with the new 50 MHz Tek 2211 joining the family, there's now an even better selection—in bandwidth, performance and price.

Select for advanced features such as 100 ns glitch capture at any sweep speed, CRT readout, measurement cursors, multiple acquisition modes and hardcopy output, plus optional GPIB or RS-232-C interfaces and software.

These scopes are perfect for first-time digital users. And seasoned operators will appreciate even more their versatility, convenience and value. All backed by Tek quality and a 3-year warranty.

Discover the potential. Let Tek show you what you're missing...without making you give up analog to see it. That's the real-time advantage of Tek digital storage.

For easy ordering or more information call Tek Direct:

1-800-426-2200

Tektronix
COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE
It's a scenario guaranteed to produce some "%&*$@#&%@": You're faced with a malfunctioning electronics device, you don't have the schematic and you can't order one. You have three choices: You can refuse to service the unit; you can try flying blind, hoping you can track down the problem by inspection and random signal tracing; or you can localize the problem to an area of the circuit, then trace that portion of the circuit and create your own schematic diagram.

Actually, circuit tracing is performed for one of two reasons: to have a schematic available when the time comes that you need one, or to develop a schematic for troubleshooting. You will use one of two different approaches depending on what you wish to accomplish.

If you circuit-trace to troubleshoot, you will want to limit your tracing to a signal flow diagram. The signal flow diagram traces only the path required to get the signal from one stage to the next. (See Figure 1.)

Once you have developed this diagram, you can apply power and follow the signal over the traced path. When you find the point where signal flow fails, you can troubleshoot by testing the active device and checking recognized circuit components. If this method is unsuccessful, you can develop a schematic of the problem area.

The point at which you begin tracing depends on how well you have localized the problem. If the problem is in a particular section, you will want to trace only that section and, if you can isolate it further, to a smaller area still. The better you do at localizing, the less time you will spend in tracing.

The approach is different if you want a complete schematic of the device or section for reference purposes, but the process and procedures are the same.

Circuit tracing is possibly the single most difficult task faced by the electronics technician. Given today's technology and circuits, it is difficult, time-consuming and taxing to the individual's technical knowledge. With the proper equipment and organization, circuit tracing can, however, be much less difficult and time-consuming than you think. In fact, as your skills mature and you achieve success, circuit tracing can be very rewarding.

Developing your skill in circuit tracing has many benefits. It will increase your knowledge of circuit wiring techniques, component physical characteristics, board layout strategies, numbering systems, basic circuit configurations, system concepts and electronics theory. You will also become more adept at researching components, reading diagrams and recognizing circuits. In fact, given today's disposition toward board and/or chip replacement rather than component-level troubleshooting,
you may need to circuit-trace or develop some similar challenge to maintain or increase your technical proficiency.

**Getting organized**

The key to successful circuit tracing is proper preparation. Obtain the proper equipment and make appropriate preparations before you begin. Some useful items to have on hand:

- **Reference texts.** Basic electronic texts showing circuit configurations for transistors and integrated circuits is a must when circuit tracing. You'll refer to these books many times to help you structure a circuit in an appropriate manner. You'll also use them to identify the function of various circuits, including integrated circuits, which have many forms and functions.

- **Cross-reference catalog.** You need a manufacturer's reference or a cross-reference manual, such as the Phillips ECG or RCA SK cross reference, to identify the transistors or ICs on the board you are tracing and to determine their basing configuration (pinout). If you are fortunate, the reference will also provide a block diagram of the internal function of the ICs. Another reference is the IC Master catalog and the D.A.T.A. Digests.

- **High-intensity lamp.** A good light source is necessary for circuit tracing. The lamp is used for illumination but has another purpose: If the circuit board is translucent enough, which is often the case, the light from the lamp will let you see the foil pattern from the component side of the board. Circuit tracing is much easier using this approach. The lamp ideally should be mounted on a goose neck and sharply focused to provide a concentrated light source. For viewing purposes, a magnifying lens is sometimes preferred, particularly if you are working on a board involving surface-mount components or closely packed circuitry.

- **Sharp, pointed probe.** When circuit tracing, you are constantly reversing the board, front to back, to determine the type and value of components connected to the foil. The sharp pointed probe is pressed against and anchored to the foil side of the board so that you don't lose your place in the reversing process. A really good, multipurpose probe that you can use for circuit tracing is a test probe with a phonograph needle insert. The hard metal point of the needle does not get dull, and it will stick in the soldered trace. If you run an insulated wire through the probe and connect a 0.01 µF capacitor to the open end, it can be used for circuit tracing. If you connect the ground clip of a meter ahead of the capacitor, the probe can be used to measure between two points on a circuit board. If a device lead is connected after the capacitor, it can be used as a probe to isolate or inject.

- **Digital multimeter.** An ohmmeter is needed to verify through-board connections or the connections of coils, transformers or other multipin components. The meter should be accurate for measuring low resistance values. Economy DMMs are often inaccurate when used for measuring low resistance, and they can produce confusing results. Be certain that your meter is reliable. The voltage range is also occasionally used to measure and verify a circuit connection after voltage has been applied to the board being traced.

- **Soldering iron and hand tools.** You'll need the hand tools and soldering iron to cut wire, remove boards and often to remove components so you can make isolated measurements. The soldering iron should be line-isolated and have a grounded tip, because you will be

---

Figure 1. The signal flow diagram traces only the path required to get the signal from one stage to the next.
soldering and unsoldering MOSFET devices.

- **Pencil and paper:** You will need plenty of paper when circuit tracing. You will frequently reorganize the schematic you are making to re-establish your focal point and to determine the overall concept of the circuit.
- **Magic marker:** A marker or similar item should be used to color the Vcc and ground foils.

**Component layout diagram**

In this article, we'll be circuit-tracing the XYTRONIC model 168-2C temperature-controlled soldering station. Before you begin circuit tracing, make a component layout diagram of the board you are about to trace. Figure 2 shows a component layout diagram for the soldering station. The drawing should show the approximate location of all components and the connecting point of each wire routed to or from the board. Use care to draw the components in their proper locations. List the color and size ("small white," "large white," etc.) of each wire. Don’t assign numbers to the components yet. Show pin 1 of all ICs by placing a dot at the pin 1 location. These steps will save time later in the circuit trace.

The component layout diagram should be a reasonably accurate presentation of the board. This diagram will be used to identify and number components as you circuit trace. The letters and numbers below the diagram (covered in a later paragraph) represent resistors, capacitors or other components and will be used to number individual components. When you make this drawing, keep one thing in mind: This drawing may be used by you or another technician to troubleshoot. It should be as accurate as possible.

**Isolating the board**

If you are tracing a circuit board connected to another board or to the chassis, it is best to remove the board. If you don’t, the constant twisting of the board will break connection wires and it will be difficult to locate the proper connecting points. It also makes tracing more difficult if you are encumbered with wires that seem to always be in the way of what you are trying to do.

You will want to know the proper connection for the wires removed, so cut each wire about ½ inch to 1 inch above the connection. The pigtail remaining on the board will provide a color code so that you can reconnect the wires to the proper terminals. This procedure, together with the component layout diagram already prepared, should help assure that the wires will be placed on the proper terminal when tracing is complete. Be sure to follow through on both techniques because the insulation occasionally slips off the pigtail during the circuit-tracing process.

**Component identifiers**

You should identify and label each component on your component layout diagram as it is traced on the board. Labeling serves two purposes: It identifies each component and it shows which components you have already traced and recorded on your diagram. If the board you are tracing has component identifiers (numbers) already marked on the board, you may want to use these numbers. It may be difficult to obtain these numbers, however, because they are sometimes located beneath the component and are difficult to read without removing the component. If they are difficult to obtain, ignore them and assign your own number to the component.

When first learning to circuit trace, you should assign new numbers even if the board already has numbers. It tends to be less confusing to the beginner. If you choose to renumber the components on the board or if the board does not have component identifiers, determine the type of components located on the board (resistors, capacitors, etc.). Immediately below the component layout diagram, show a letter (R, C, L, T, etc.) for each type of
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You should then strike that number from the sequence to ensure that you do not use it again.

Using the cross-reference catalog, determine the pinout of each active device on the board to be traced. Draw the diagram and pin numbers or identifying letters on a separate sheet of paper or the sheet containing the component layout diagram. If you are unable to identify an active device, don't be alarmed. You can often determine the pinout of the device while circuit tracing or during reorganization of the diagram. At the least, you will then know the input and output of the device and may be able to determine its function based on this information. Components can be cross referenced as they are located during tracing, but it slows down the process and disrupts the rhythm you have developed.

Preparing a preliminary grid
A preliminary grid, as shown in Figure 3, can be prepared prior to circuit tracing. This grid should show all or a portion of the transistors or ICs on the board you are about to trace. If there are a large number of active devices, you may prefer to limit the number on the preliminary diagram to permit room for drawing the schematic.

Some technicians prefer to structure the grid as the schematic is developed, especially if the device is complicated and you anticipate having to frequently reorganize your drawing. A grid acts as a guide when you are circuit tracing because it helps you recognize when you have reached the end of a trace.

You will note that the grid of the soldering station, shown in Figure 3, has $V_{cc}$ at the top and GROUND at the bottom. The grid is labeled this way for a specific reason. When you are circuit tracing, each circuit is completed when it is traced to ground, $V_{cc}$ or the input to the following stage. The grid serves as a reminder that the circuit has been traced to a terminal point. When a grid is not used, the circuit is sometimes traced through $V_{cc}$ or ground into another stage. The consequence is disastrous when it comes time to identify the type or function of the circuit.

Familiarize yourself with the board
Before you begin circuit tracing, it pays to become familiar with the board and the location of various components. If the board has component identifiers provided, so much the better. It simplifies circuit tracing as it should identify the sequence in which the components are used. For example, Q1 would logically be in the circuit ahead of Q2 and higher numbered transistors. Similarly, IC2 should follow IC1. Resistors and capacitors should also follow a logical numbering sequence.

If you are tracing a more complex device, you may find that each section of the device has a definitive numbering sequence. For example, the 100 series components may be the input circuit while the 400 series components could be the output circuit. If component identifiers are provided, it might pay to identify the different numbering component (see Figure 2) followed by a series of numbers equal to or greater than the quantity of that type of component on the board. As you circuit trace, you will encounter different components. As you encounter each type of component, you should draw it on your schematic and label it with an identifier taken from the number sequence for that component. Also record that number on that component on the layout diagram. You should then strike that number from the sequence to ensure that you do not use it again.

Figure 2. The component layout diagram should show the approximate location of all components and the connecting point of each wire routed to or from the board. This diagram will be used to identify and number components as you circuit trace.

Figure 3. The preliminary grid should show all or a portion of the transistors or ICs on the board you are about to trace. A grid acts as a guide when you are circuit tracing because it helps you recognize when you have reached the end of a particular trace.
Quick relief for the IC testing blues...

B&K-PRECISION's 560 now has user-programmable software to test even more ICs

Forget the headaches of complex and inaccurate IC test methods. Now B&K-PRECISION offers instant relief... the 560 Programmable IC Test System and AK-560 user-programmable software.

The 560 tests over 90% of the most popular TTL and CMOS digital ICs, up to 24 pins, including counters and flip-flops—in circuit or out. The 560 speeds testing so much that it could pay for itself in just months.

The new software is menu driven and easy to use. It runs on an IBM PC, XT or AT or compatible and allows the 560 to be pre-programmed to test custom ICs or ICs not already in the extensive library. Once the new IC data has been downloaded to the 560, the PC is no longer required.

Testing is straightforward... Plain-English user prompts and test results simplify operation, and greatly speed-up training of new personnel.

In-circuit tests are similar. For testing in-circuit ICs not covered by standard out-of-circuit test patterns, the 560 can "learn" from a known good board. This exclusive feature eliminates the problems of conventional testers, where "good" ICs frequently test "bad" on in-circuit tests.

The 560 also checks itself. Every time you switch-on, a diagnostic program scans its memory, the CPU and all pin drivers.

For in-circuit tests, you can program-in all IC's on a board for superfast trouble-shooting, in-plant or at maintenance depots—by unskilled personnel.

Out-of-circuit the 560 can perform fast incoming inspections or QC tests.

"THE B&K-PRECISION 560 is the right prescription for your IC testing blues. Relief is just a phone call away!"

Model 560 $3500
AK-560 Software $495
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Groups and circle those areas on your component layout diagram. It establishes the grouping of components and the tracing range for each section of the device. If you find you have strayed from that area, it serves as a caution that you may have made a mistake.

If circuit identifiers are not provided, the location, structure and types of components also provide information as to their relationship and function. For example, high-frequency circuits frequently have coils exposed instead of shielded. Other high-frequency sections may have a shield over a group of components. Groups of shielded cans can identify a section, while the color coding on the adjustable slugs of cans can reveal their function. Outputs can be identified by transistor size or heat sinks. Audio sections may have interstage transformers or larger size circuit capacitors. There are a number of ways in which circuit areas can be identified. As you gain proficiency in this skill, you will find that it simplifies circuit tracing and is an asset during troubleshooting.

It is important to locate the trace or traces that provide \( V_{cc} \) to the various circuits on the board. It is also important that the common (ground) foil be identified. When these foils are located, color them with a magic marker or other coloring device. This is important — you will spend a lot of time relocating these foils if they aren't clearly identified. If you have more than one color marker, you might prefer to mark the \( V_{cc} \) and common foil a different color. \( V_{cc} \) may have series dropping resistors connected in the circuit. Make sure that you have the complete \( V_{cc} \) path identified and colored or otherwise identified.

**Standards**

Review certain facts about ICs, types of amplifiers, methods of biasing and the general location of specific types of stages. It may help you recognize the form of the circuit you will be tracing and the method of stage interconnection. If you know what to expect, circuit tracing is much easier.

The location of certain circuits, configurations and types of stages are fairly standardized because each has characteristics that make that type of circuit or method of biasing more effective at a given point or for a specific function. Some facts that relate to transistors are:

- An input stage will likely be a
Beckman Industrial Introduces The Series 9000.
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Presenting a new family of quality oscilloscopes with professional features. Choose from six models with frequency ranges of 20, 40 and 60MHz.

Five of six models feature two independently-adjustable time bases. Built-in intensity modulation allows you to select a small section of a main waveform for closer examination. This feature is ideal for measuring pulse rise times or checking sync pulse amplitudes in composite video signals.
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common-emitter or common-base amplifier, with the common-base amplifier most often used in high-frequency input circuits.

- Circuits will usually use base, voltage-divider or collector-feedback bias. Less frequently, signal-derived bias (where the signal itself is the bias source) or a bias clamp, such as in a sync separator circuit, are used.

- Common-collector (emitter-follower) amplifiers often precede output transistors and act as drivers or follow oscillators and act as buffers.

- Output amplifiers are frequently fabricated in a complementary symmetry configuration. An identical pair of output transistors usually indicates Class-B push-pull operation.

- Transistor circuits following integrated circuits are usually driver and/or output amplifiers requiring more power than the IC can deliver. In these instances, the last two facts apply.

Circuit tracing integrated circuits can be difficult when manufacturers design chips to be used exclusively in their
products. Products containing standard linear or digital ICs, such as the 7400 series, are less difficult to trace because the chips are well-documented. Standardization in the television industry is primarily by manufacturer and product line. The number of manufacturers and the diversification of ICs can make circuit tracing difficult. There are, however, common aspects that can be helpful when tracing. For example:
- Modern TV receivers generally employ a single IC for the IF section to include the detector stage and AGC.
- The luminance and chroma sections, including the color oscillator and demodulators, are often combined in a single IC.
- The vertical and horizontal sections are frequently combined in one chip employing a countdown circuit with vertical and horizontal driver outputs provided.
- Audio processing is usually included in a single chip.
- Scan-derived operating voltages are practically universal in state-of-the-art TV receivers. Input power supplies usually power the voltage regulator, horizontal output and start-up circuits of the horizontal processor.

Circuit tracing

The first step in circuit tracing is to locate the \( V_{CC} \) and ground foils. This applies for either a partial or full trace. It is essential that these boundaries are located because they set the trace limits. Figure 4 shows this preliminary step in circuit tracing the soldering station. This initial diagram establishes that there are two power supplies in the device (negative and positive) and provides a starting point for developing the circuit.

The layout diagram and component numbers are also contained on this sheet. You will consolidate and reorganize information as the trace progresses. To save time and effort, draw both the circuit schematic and the component record and location diagram on the initial sheet. If the layout diagram is large, draw it on a separate sheet of paper so as not to interfere with drawing the schematic diagram of the traced circuit.

There are several incomplete traces shown on Figure 4. These points, shown as a pigtail, are indications that an additional component or components are connected to that point. When circuit tracing, you will often come to a branching point where several leads may branch from the main foil. Be certain to show this junction on your diagram and show an extension for each arm leaving the junction. This is necessary to remind you to return and trace all foil leads from that point. If you fail to show a branching point and the number of branches, you might end up with omissions on your diagram and have difficulty determining the operation of the circuit.

Figure 4 also shows several corrections where the foil was followed incorrectly or components were not properly placed. Corrections should be made as they are noted without regard for the looks of the diagram. You will likely redraw and reorganize the drawing several times during the trace. Don't make too many corrections before redrawing the schematic. Transcribing and simplifying the schematic can be difficult if a number of scratch-outs, line crossovers or erasures are made. Errors are not unusual during circuit tracing and will be made by even an experi-
enced individual.
To protect against errors, verify each foil connection. Make ohmmeter measurements when you are in doubt. You will quite often trace the circuit to a coil, transformer or through-board connection (grommet) and have difficulty locating the unseen connecting point. It may also be difficult to determine which component is connected to the foil side of the board. Checking connections with an ohmmeter is the best method of verifying what you cannot see. Transformers, in particular, can be misleading. You expect that the input connections will be on one side of the transformer and the output connections on the other; however, this assumption is often not the case. All transformer connections should be verified.
As you review Figure 4, the importance of understanding methods of biasing and types of stages should strike home. Quite often, what you have already traced will tell you what to expect, which simplifies the operation considerably because you can more

**Figure 7.** Although Figure 6 was accurate and reasonably well-organized, Figure 7 presented the same information in a simplified form. This drawing includes wire color, component identification, cross reference information, component location and plug connections.
easily tell if you are making an error. Drawing the circuits in a standard textbook form helps you recognize the circuit while it is being drawn and enables you to detect errors as you trace.

As your circuit is sketched, changes and additions to traces result in disorganization. Redrawing what you have sketched and reorganizing it so it presents an organized schematic should be accomplished at frequent intervals. Figure 4 was redrawn and is shown as Figure 5. Redrawing the diagram and reorganizing the information into a more acceptable form allows you time to study what you have accomplished. In this instance, it revealed that diodes DZ1 and DZ2 required additional tracing. The correction was made on Figure 5.

When drawing the schematic, do not neglect your component layout diagram. It is an important aspect of circuit tracing. As you label components on the layout diagram, your component layout tells you which components you have already traced and what is remaining. If the recommended preparations have been made, the component layout may provide additional important information. The component numbers are an important item. If you neglect to strike out used numbers, you may find that they are duplicated, which can confuse you and require additional tracing and verification when the drawing is consolidated.

Figure 6, the completed diagram, is very similar to Figure 5 as it formalizes the trace. It was reproduced on a computer to provide schematic-like quality. Several items have been changed from what is shown on Figure 5. In the process of refining the drawing, several inconsistencies were noted, which required additional tracing and clarification.

Although Figure 6 was accurate and reasonably well-organized, I decided, after a little study, that it would be more understandable if it were simplified. Figure 7, the final drawing of the series, presents the information in a very understandable fashion. On this drawing, wire color, component identification, cross-reference information, component location and plug connections were included. This drawing lacks only voltage measurements around the active devices to make it a fully functional service sheet. As indicated on the figure, this is the schematic diagram for the XYRONIC model 168-2C temperature-controlled solder station. I selected this item for circuit tracing because several had failed and I was unable to obtain a schematic diagram from my supplier.

It is very difficult to explain how to circuit-trace once the initial preparations have been made. Attempts to describe when and how to verify a connection, etc., is cumbersome and makes dull reading. The important points relating to circuit tracing have been explained and, if used, will ease the stress involved in this venture. The benefit derived from redrawing and refining the diagram frequently is illustrated by the number of corrections and changes detected during this process. The need for an adequate reference text is apparent and is accentuated by changes between Figures 5, 6 and 7. These, aside from the mechanical process of tracing and perseverance, are possibly the most important aspects of circuit tracing and are the key to your success in this venture.
Test your electronics knowledge

By Sam Wilson, CET

1. The amount of bipolar transistor current in an amplifier circuit can be controlled by the amount of
   A. $V_{BE}$
   B. $R_e$
   C. base current.
   D. All of these choices are correct.

2. Two differential amplifiers are direct-coupled. Their combined voltage gain is
   A. the sum of the gains of each differential amplifier.
   B. the product of the gains of each differential amplifier.

3. When a differential amplifier is connected in a common-mode configuration, the output voltage should be
   A. maximum.
   B. 0V.

4. Another way of expressing bipolar transistor alpha ($\alpha$) is
   A. $h_{FE}$
   B. $h_{FE}$
   C. $h_{FE}$

5. Which of the following is another name for a 3-layer diode?
   A. Shockley diode
   B. tunnel diode
   C. hot carrier diode
   D. diac

6. Flicker noise is not present in
   A. field-effect transistors.
   B. bipolar transistors.
   C. vacuum tubes.
   D. None of these choices is correct.

7. Which terminal of the diode in Figure A is the cathode?
   A. The one marked with an X.
   B. The one marked with a Y.

8. Figure B shows a Norton generator consisting of a constant-current generator ($I_s$) and resistor ($R$). The silicon diode has maximum ratings of 4V at 80mA. How much current will flow in the diode if it is connected across the circuit? Use the graph in Figure C to get your answer.

9. Refer to the circuit in Figure D. When the switch is closed, the voltage at point X will
   A. go to 0V.
   B. become more positive.
   C. become less positive.

10. Is the following statement correct? "An R-C differentiating circuit — such as the one in Figure E — cannot give an exact (differentiated) output for a given input."

   Answers are on page 45.
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Circle (13) on Reply Card
Servicing the RCA CTC107 color TV  
- Part II

By Homer L. Davidson

Servicing RCA CTC107 13-inch portable color TVs seldom presents any unusual problems. The design and layout are efficient, squeezing many components into small spaces. That's not new, however; crowded components are the rule, not the exception, for all late-model color TV receivers. Fortunately, some problems with servicing the small chassis are offset by the additional hours of engineering that RCA apparently has applied to these small machines. The large number of test points, for example, help make troubleshooting much easier.

Last month, we introduced the RCA CTC107 and looked at some specific trouble symptoms. This month, we'll look at some specific problems that can be caused by a defective U701, the luminance/chrominance IC.

Luminance/chrominance U701
In addition to luminance problems such as flashing or distorted picture, excess brightness, retrace lines or shutdown malfunctions, integrated circuit U701 also can produce many chroma problems.

To determine if U701 is defective or if the chroma problem is elsewhere, carefully scope all U701 pins that should have chroma signals. After you locate the IC pins that have incorrect or missing chroma signals, accurately measure the dc voltage at each of these pins. These are the pins that need additional testing.

Measure the U701 B+ supply at terminal 23. It should test about +10.5V. Readings higher than +11V could indicate an open U701. Unfortunately, the precise B+ voltage is not helpful when you suspect moderate internal leakage. I have encountered several CTC107s in which the B+ measured no more than 0.5V low, but replacing U701 solved the problem and restored normal color reception. Use exact part 146858 for replacement.

Assuming you have determined that U701 is defective, the next step is replacement, but there are several potential problems. WARNING: This IC can be installed backwards, perhaps damaging the replacement IC or the circuit. If U701 is installed backwards, the next steps include the delicate and nerve-wracking jobs of desoldering all 28 pins, turning around the IC, plugging it into holes correctly and soldering the pins skillfully without shorts.

The following is a brief description of some important things to notice and perform before and during the U701 installation. Before the original IC701 is removed, make a rough drawing that shows the locations of important components, including U701. Mark the U701 pin 1 corner before the IC is desoldered. Pin 1 is (and must be after the reinstallation) in the corner nearest C714 and C706. Or choose your own landmark. When pin 1 is in the correct hole, all other pins will line up correctly.

Soldering these integrated circuits requires more preparation and care than ordinary soldering does. ICs of this type can be damaged by excessive heat or excessive voltage. Protecting ICs is com-
plex because some dangers come from unsuspected sources such as heat from desoldering or soldering. Other failures occur from higher voltages, especially static discharges. There are many rules for guarding ICs against failures from heat and voltage, but the subject requires several pages for a full explanation. Therefore, we are describing the major safeguards and then listing a recently published source for more detail.

For soldering, the first requirement is an appropriate soldering iron, with a rating between 25W and 35W, that has a small chisel tip. However, do not use a soldering iron that is only warm; such an iron requires much longer to melt the solder properly, and a longer application of heat is more likely to heat the IC body excessively.

To prevent static voltage damage to the IC that is being soldered, use only a soldering iron with a grounded tip. Also, wear a grounded wrist-strap when soldering or working around ICs.

Excess solder must be removed from each terminal/pin of the old IC; solder wick usually is best for this use. Do not use a blue-colored plastic solder sucker. Some generate as much as 20kV of static electricity when operating! Use a solder sucker (if you like that method) that is static-free.

The IC terminal pins of this CTC107 model are bent over and soldered to the circuit board. Therefore, each pin will require straightening before the old IC is removed. With the soldering iron, remove enough solder to permit each pin to be straightened, then remove all possible solder from both sides of the pin. This straightening can be performed with a knife blade, a screwdriver blade, a special solder-removal tool, or with the soldering iron's tip (if it has the correct shape). During all this activity, use care to not damage the circuit-board wiring. If any wiring is damaged, repair it immediately before you become distracted by other details and forget to do it. Solder bridges can be removed with the iron and solder wick.

After the terminals have all been desoldered and you have noted again the location of pin 1, it is time to remove the old IC and deposit it with terminals down against the metal on a piece of sheet aluminum or conductive foam, which you should already have prepared.

Before you remove the new IC from its protective package, touch the conductive foam or aluminum foil of the IC package with one hand and at the same time touch the receiver chassis with the other hand (this equalizes the static voltages). Insert IC U701, carefully aligning it with the correct location of terminal 1. After all pins have been inserted sufficiently, bend over the terminal tips (as the tips were before desoldering) and solder each rapidly and carefully. Clean all debris from these connections and the surrounding areas with a short-bristled, metal-handled brush. Recheck each connection for sufficient strength and the appearance of a smooth-flowing joint.

Do not use freon-propellant sprays on any part of a chassis that contains ICs. Some freon sprays can generate up to 5kV of static voltage. If you use a cleaning spray on the newly soldered IC connections, make sure it is an anti-static type.

Space does not allow additional explanations of the largely unknown static voltages, the problems and the solutions. Our October 1988 issue has a full-length article (beginning on page 42) titled "Locating ESD Hazards." The acronym ESD is taken from electrostatic discharge, which is lightning in miniature. I suggest you read the article carefully. Among other things, it might explain why so many replacement ICs have not operated correctly after installation!

Loss of color/weak color
When absence of color is the symptom, begin by scopeing the chroma test points, trying to locate the general area of the defect. Most chroma problems are associated with IC U701. There are only two points where chroma (without demodulation) can be scoped at U701. The first official test point is TP801 at U701 pin 3. The other is a pair of test points at pins 1 and 17. The signal exits at pin 1, travels through a few resistors and capacitors, then enters U701, again

Sometimes a gentle prodding with an insulated rod can start the defect or stop it temporarily, thus locating the general area of the problem. This is a better solution than wholesale resoldering.

at pin 17. Pin 17 should have a strong chroma signal. If it has zero signal but TP801 has a normal 0.2VPP, the primary defect is in U701, its dc voltages, or any of several critical components around it.

Y801, the 3.58MHz crystal, has a reputation for failures. Therefore, if you suspect it, replace it; that's the only certain test. Anytime a new crystal is installed, use a non-metallic screwdriver to adjust C819 as needed to eliminate stripes in the colors (that is, bringing the chroma into lock).

If the color has not been restored by now, measure the dc voltages at U701 terminals 11, 12 and 13, comparing them against the schematic. (See Figure 1.)
Measure the resistance of 1,000Ω R812 and L804. Replace any that test out of tolerance.

Of course, U701 causes many of the color problems. Before replacing this IC, however, visually inspect all terminal connections and the surrounding soldered joints. Check the soldered junction where 1µF C906 and 3.3MΩ R803 are connected together. Replace C906 if it appears to be faulty (a slightly higher capacitance is permissible) and make certain the joint is good. One possible cure for a no-color symptom is to securely solder the junction of 0.001µF C906 and 330kΩ R817. Resolder any terminal of U701 that has corrosion, small cracks, loose solder or grainy, brittle-looking solder.

If the chroma waveforms at pins 3 and 17 of U701, are about normal, but pins 20, 21 and 22 have no demodulated chroma, it is likely that U701 is defective. However, measure the supply voltage at terminal 23, expecting the normal +10.5V. If this supply voltage is very low, test for a leaky U701 or a defective power source. Common component failures in the power source include CR902, CR106 and Q262.

In several sets I have encountered, L805 coils had become open in service (see Figure 2), causing weak color. L805 and C913 are in series between TP807 at pin 15 and the "I" demodulator at pin 18. Additional phase-changing components between pin 18 and pin 19 shift the phase for the "Q" demodulator. Therefore, an open L805 removes almost all the 3.58MHz carrier from both demodulators, permitting only weak chroma.

Scope pin 7 of U701, for the sandcastle waveform of 10Vpp. If the waveform is missing or weak, the chroma will be missing or weak. Test Q901 in-circuit. Measure the resistance of L807, and use the DMM's special diode test on CR702. Remember that the sandcastle waveform is composed of positive sync, horizontal-blanking and vertical-blanking pulses. If any one is missing, trace that path back toward the source. An open should be found before the source is reached.

In another case, another component supplying pin 7 caused weak video and a dim raster. Therefore, the pin 7 sandcastle waveform can affect both chroma and luminance. This U701, pin 7 signal is indispensable.

**Intermittent color**

Intermittent color can be caused by a corroded IC terminal or almost any chroma-circuit connection that has tiny cracks in the solder. Sometimes a gentle probing with an insulated rod can start the defect or stop it temporarily, thus locating the general area of the problem. This is a better solution than wholesale resoldering without a known target, which is a last-ditch alternative.

In several cases, trimmer capacitor C915 was found to have caused either in-

---

**Figure 1.** Components marked by arrows have past histories of causing loss of color; check them carefully or replace them. Some troublemakers include: IC U701, L804, R813, C818 and crystal Y801. Pin 3 is color input and testpoint. Pin 17 is the final color input pin, but not an official testpoint. It is the last place the chroma signal comes into U701 before demodulation. Pin 7 is the input pin for the sandcastle waveform. Neither luminance nor chrominance goes through U701 without the proper waveform at pin 7. When C806 is being replaced at pin 6, check and repair the soldered joint where the leads of C806 and R803 join. Also, at pin 2, repair or resolder the joint where R817 and C804 are connected.
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termittent color or colors erratically appearing in bars or stripes on the screen. Another troubleshooter is \( Y_{90} \), the 3.58MHz color crystal. When you are in doubt about \( Y_{90} \), replace it.

Also, remember that \( U_{70} \), defects can produce incorrect color hues, loss of one or more chroma output signals, or intermittent color.

If one of the three colors is intermittent, scope the affected color's \( U_{70} \) pin. If any of the demodulated chroma is intermittent at pin 20, pin 21 or pin 22, the chances are very high that \( U_{70} \) is defective. However, if red is intermittent in the raster but not at pin 21, the problem is further downstream in the bias transistor or the driver (color-output) transistor for that color.

**Chroma or color?**

At this point, it might be helpful to differentiate between circuit color and raster color during troubleshooting.

Often the words chroma and color are used interchangeably, but they are not always the same in color TV receivers. The only visible color in a color receiver is on the faceplate of the picture tube.

Before they reach the picture tube, the signals that will paint colors on the black-and-white screen are merely electronic signals, called chroma, chrominance or demodulated chroma. The signals sent to the picture tube cathodes are correctly called chroma/video.

This is not a course in color TV fundamentals, but a reminder that we should become somewhat more careful about the names we apply to these signals. Otherwise, it is difficult to understand if the word "color" refers to an electronic signal or a visible color on the picture-tube face. This is very important when the subject is raster colors vs. circuit chroma signals.

**Green missing**

When a CTC107 color receiver has a picture with green missing, there are three areas that might be the problem:

- the chrominance signal for green might be missing.
- the green bias and green output transistors might be defective.
- the picture tube might be defective.

CTC107 chrominance circuits are vastly different from those in older models. For example, most older color receivers had \(-Y\) chroma signals at the three CRT grids with \( Y \) (luminance) signals delivered to the three CRT cathodes. Thus, matrixing of chroma and luminance signals occurred inside the CRT. But in the CTC107, demodulated chroma and luminance signals are matrixed together inside \( U_{70} \). Therefore, only complete chroma/video signals come from \( U_{70} \), pins 20, 21 and 22. The point of this old/new comparison is to show the changes in trouble symptoms and the necessary changes in servicing procedures. In some older color receivers, one chroma signal (such as \( R-Y \)) can be lost without causing any large effect on the other two chroma signals or the B&W raster. Not so with the CTC107. Because the B&W video and the demodulated-chroma signals are matrixed, anything beyond pin 20 that eliminates one also removes the other. For example, loss of pin 20 video leaves a magenta raster, and the color is very poor because the accompanying loss of
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demodulated chroma also has removed all green from the chroma colors in the picture.

In the list of three possible causes of missing green at the beginning of this section, the first possibility was concerned with pin 20 and whether it had a green chroma/video signal. In one case, the chroma/video signal for green was present according to the scope waveform.

The second possible area of missing green contains the green bias and output transistors. Three of these, the color-output power transistors, are mounted on the CRT socket board. You can conveniently measure their collector voltages at the heat sink of each transistor.

A very helpful short cut in analysis begins with measuring all three heat sinks and the boosted B+ voltage that supplies these transistors. Write down these four voltages for analysis. The three collector/heat sink voltages in a normal receiver usually will measure within perhaps 10V of each other at around +160V. (However, these voltages change with color “temperature” adjustments.) If two are within tolerance and one is about +193V (the same as the boosted B+), the one with +193V is not drawing current, and its color hue will be blacked from the raster.

If all three heat sinks have about the same low voltage, suspect a failure in the +193V boosted voltage source. \( R_{125} \) might have increased in resistance, or 30\( \mu \)F \( C_{17} \), could have become open or very leaky.

In my experience, I have found a few small bias transistors that have failed in normal service, but I’ve seen far more of the larger power-type color output transistors that have become defective.

For green color, \( Q_{705} \) is the bias transistor and \( Q_{8002} \) (\( Q_7 \)) is the color output. (See Figure 3.)

When a CTC107 has had a normal screen color and suddenly develops a dominant tint over the entire screen, test for leakage in a color output transistor, and replace any defective ones. Measure the 10k\( \Omega \) collector resistors of the three color output transistors. For \( Q_7 \), green, the resistor is \( R_7 \); for \( Q_8 \), blue, the resistor is \( R_7 \); for \( Q_9 \), red, the resistor is \( R_7 \). Replace any resistors that measure out-of-tolerance or show signs of having been overheated.

Perhaps the least likely area for losing color is the CRT (number 3 on the loss-of-green list). However, some picture tube defects can produce visually weak or intermittent color. Check the picture tube with a good CRT tester if you have one available. Include tests for gas, leakages, opens and cathode emission for each gun. If the CRT test results are normal but the color remains erratic, examine the CRT socket for any evidence of an intermittent connection. Also, measure all dc voltages at the CRT socket (except the focus voltage, of course) when the raster tint is normal and then again when green is missing.

If none of the voltages (particularly the CRT cathode voltages) change when the
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green disappears, the chances are high that the CRT is defective.

In a perfect world, our test results would show definitely that the CRT is or is not defective. We seldom are that fortunate, however, and we are left with the serious decision of replacing the expensive color CRT based on negative proof: nothing else is wrong.

Scoping waveforms is the most effective method of locating defective stages in video and chroma circuits. Next, measure voltages and resistances in the suspected stage to pinpoint the source of the problem.

**Conclusion**

Many functions are performed in the CTC107 by U701, the luminance/chrominance processor IC. Therefore, U701 can produce a large variety of video and color problems when it has a defect. Before you replace U701, however, be certain that no connecting components are causing the malfunction, and that the IC has its normal B+ supply.

Whenever possible, replace all ICs and transistors with original brand components.

**S & T**
This is an analog scope?

Analog is analog and digital is digital, right? Well, you might be surprised to find that your analog scope is hiding a lot of digital circuitry under its cover.

Measuring repetitive waveforms used to mean setting up the front-panel, counting graticule divisions and multiplying by scale factors. Most servicers know that modern scopes have made this job a lot easier, but some might be surprised to find out that digital scopes aren't the only innovation. Many of today's sophisticated analog oscilloscopes also greatly simplify this procedure.

**Pushing the limits of analog**

On certain analog oscilloscopes, if you want to measure a repetitive waveform, you merely attach the scope's probe to a test point and press the MEASURE button. Then select the desired measurements from an on-screen menu. (See Figure 1.) The scope automatically does the rest.

From the measure menu selection, the scope automatically sets up a measurement display of the probed waveform. Then it automatically determines values for the selected measurements and displays numerical results along with the waveform. Peak, peak-to-peak, average dc, frequency, period, widths, duty factors, rise and fall times, and general time A→B measurements can be made automatically without requiring the user to count a division or do a scale-factor multiplication.

This new push-button measurement capability promises to simplify and speed up day-to-day measurements in a wide range of applications. But it does raise a natural question: Without waveform digitizing, how can an analog scope do automatic waveform measurements?

The answer dispels a common misunderstanding about modern analog scopes: that they are completely analog tools. Modern, sophisticated oscilloscopes are almost entirely digital instruments. The input channels, the sweeps and the triggers in today's advanced analog scopes are all microprocessor-controlled. That internal, digital-processing capability, along with precision ramps and triggering control, provides the basis for the new automatic measurement capability.

**Triggering and timing are the keys**

To make any measurement on any waveform, some reference points need to be established. Digital storage oscilloscopes (DSOs) approach this by digitizing and storing the waveform as closely spaced sample points. Any stored point can be selected as a time or voltage reference. Measurements are then extracted from the stored array of digitized waveform points by common numerical analysis methods. On some DSOs, the measurements can be done automatically with push buttons and built-in processing. More commonly, however, the measurements must be made with manually placed cursors or through external analysis with an interfaced computer.

Because analog scopes don't digitize and store waveforms, they approach automatic measurements differently. Rather than using stored waveform points, they must look directly at the analog waveform to determine reference and measurement points.

Some modern analog scopes look directly at waveforms via their precision triggering circuits and sweep ramps. To understand the basic concept, consider the process of measuring the period and frequency of a sine wave. (See Figure 2.)

The first key to determining period in Figure 2 is the scope's ability to measure time from established reference points. The initial trigger point on the waveform is one established point. It starts the horizontal sweep ramp. Assuming that this analog ramp is accurately time-calibrated, any given point on the ramp corresponds to a specific time on the waveform. From this time measurement, the period can be determined. The frequency of the waveform is then calculated by dividing the period into one second.
displayed waveform relative to the initial trigger point. This is the fundamental basis for horizontal time calibration on any analog scope display.

The next key to determining period in Figure 2 is the scope's ability to trigger on specific waveform points. This requires precision trigger control and trigger placement algorithms. The triggering system in a microcomputer-based analog scope can look at a waveform for peak-to-peak levels and then precisely select a 50% triggering level. This establishes a midpoint reference level on the waveform. By knowing the trigger point relative to the ramp, it also establishes a time from start-of-sweep to the first midpoint.

On subsequent sweeps of the waveform, the triggering system finds the next positive-going transition and its 50% point. This establishes a second time from start-of-sweep. The difference between this time and the time to the first transition is the period of the sine wave. The reciprocal of this, of course, is the sine wave's frequency.

All of the trigger positioning and time calculations are done automatically under internal microprocessor control. Because the calculations are differences relative to the initial trigger point, all input-channel and trigger-system delays subtract out of the final measurement. This feature enhances the accuracy of the technique.

The only limitation of the method essentially is that the waveforms being measured must be repetitive. It takes several sweeps of the waveform to find adjacent transitions and establish their midpoints. This limitation also explains

Figure 2. Trigger placement can be used to make a period measurement on a repetitive waveform.
the need for a highly stable triggering system. Because multiple sweeps are used, the scope must be able to trigger on precisely the same waveform points each time to avoid measurement jitter.

**Making other automatic measurements**

The same basic process illustrated in Figure 2 can be extended to other common timing measurements. On pulses, for example, pulse width is determined by trigger placement at the midpoints of two adjacent transitions. If the transitions are found to have a plus-minus slope order, the measurement is a +width for a “pulse high” condition. A minus-plus slope order results in a −width measurement. By setting triggering for the first three transitions on a pulse train, both the plus and minus widths can be determined. From these, both plus and minus duty factor can be computed.

To determine pulse rise or fall time, triggering is set to find the positive and negative peaks of the waveform. The trigger level information from these peaks is then used to compute the 10% and 90% levels. Triggering is set to the 10% and 90% levels on subsequent sweeps, and the sweep ramp times to those points are subtracted to get rise or fall times.

Voltage measurements start out similarly by using the triggering system to find the positive and negative peaks of the waveforms. The trigger level values then correspond to the plus-peak and negative-peak values of the waveform. The absolute sum of these two gives the peak-to-peak value. Further steps with a special algorithm result in a value for the actual average dc value of the waveform.

With regard to average dc value, it’s interesting to note that DSOs often compute a completely different value. DSOs usually find an average value by literally computing the average of the stored waveform points. At first glance, this practice seems reasonable. But for it to be the average value of a repetitive waveform, the stored values must correspond to an integral number of waveform cycles. If an average value is computed from one and a half cycles of a sine wave, the average is biased off by the odd half cycle. This common pitfall is avoided when the average dc value is extracted directly from the repetitive analog waveform.

**Everyday measurement capability**

Most waveforms dealt with on a day-to-day basis are repetitive waveforms. The bulk of the measurements made on these waveforms are typically rise and fall times, widths, frequency, peak and peak-to-peak amplitudes.

This means that the bulk of the day-to-day waveform measurements — where designers, engineers and technicians spend most of their time — can now be done automatically with modern analog scopes that are based on digital circuitry. The scope probe is attached to the test point, the MEASURE button is pressed, a measurement type is selected. The rest, including display setup, is done automatically by the scope. So whether you choose an analog or a digital oscilloscope, you will be getting more automatic features that can make your job easier and more accurate.
Answers to the quiz

Questions are on page 22.

1. D — all of the choices are correct. However, once an amplifier circuit is designed, only the base current is changed during normal operation.

2. B — the product of the gains. Suppose the voltage gain of each amplifier is 10. The output signal of the first amplifier will be 10 times the input signal voltage. The output signal voltage of the second amplifier will be 10 times the output signal voltage of the first amplifier.

3. B — 0V. In the common-mode configuration, both inputs of the differential amplifier are identical. Therefore, the output voltage, which is related to the difference between the inputs, should be 0V.

4. B — $h_{fe}$. The capital letters used as subscripts indicate dc parameters. To get dc alpha, divide the collector current by the emitter current ($I_C/I_E = \alpha$).

5. D — These diodes (diacs) will not conduct until a predetermined breakover voltage is reached.

6. D — none of the choices. Flicker noise, also called popcorn noise, is present in all amplifying devices. However, the mechanism for producing the noise is different for each component.

7. A — the one marked with an X. The diode lead is always marked in some way.

8. See Figure F. The constant-current generator will deliver 60mA to a short circuit. Therefore, the short-circuit current is 60mA. That is one point on the load line. The open-circuit voltage is

\[ V = IR = 60mA \times 50\Omega = 3V \]

That is the second point on the load line. The piecewise characteristic curve is drawn between 0.7V and the maximum rating of the diode (4V at 80mA). The current is determined by the points where the curves cross. The arrow shows that the approximate value is 25mA.

9. B — become more positive. Closing the switch causes Q1 to conduct harder and its collector voltage to decrease. That in turn causes the current through Q2 to decrease and makes its collector voltage more positive. The more positive voltage on the base of the PNP transistor reduces the current through it and makes point X less positive.

10. The statement is correct. An RC differentiating circuit can produce an output that is very nearly the differentiated waveform. (For more on this subject, see "What do you know about electronics?" on page 56.)
Report from the test lab

The Scope model DVM-638

By Carl H. Babcoke, CET

Rare functions such as a Siemens test, capacitance measurements, continuity indicators, conductance measurements, level detections and transistor HFE tests prove quickly that this digital multimeter (DMM) is not an ordinary instrument.

The Scope model DVM-638 multimeter (available through Fordham) has 3½ half-inch-high LCD digits, an automatic negative-polarity indication, automatic decimal, a low-battery symbol and an automatic-ovrange symbol (when you measure a value that's beyond the range that has been set, only the "1" at the left is illuminated).

Overall measurements of the meter are 3.3" x 7" x 1.5" and the weight is about 0.7 pound. It fits easily in the left hand, while the thumb operates the switches. Except for the two almost-white functions switches and six dark-gray range switches along the left side, all other switches, jacks and sockets are on the instrument's front panel. One 9V alkaline battery powers the meter for as long as 150 hours.

De-voltage specifications
The five dc-voltage ranges are 200nV, 2V, 20V, 200V and 1,000V. Accuracy is ±(0.5% of reading + 1 digit) for all ranges. Input impedance is 10MΩ.

Ac-voltage specifications
The five ac-voltage ranges are 200nV, 2V, 20V, 200V and 750V. Except for the 750V range, all ranges have an accuracy rating of ±(1% of reading + 4 digits). Accuracy rating of the 750V range is ±(2% of reading + 4 digits). Input impedance is 10MΩ for all ranges, with a shunt capacitance of 100pF. The ac circuit is average sensing, and it is calibrated to the rms of sine wave.

Frequency response is about average for portable DMMs. Response at 500Hz was only about 0.1dB (0.4%) lower than at 50Hz. At 1kHz, the reading was −0.3dB (about −3.3%), and at 2.5kHz, the roll-off became noticeable −1.6dB (about −11.1%). At 4kHz, the reading dropped to −2.9dB (approximately −28%). The last frequency measured was 10kHz with a low reading of −6.7dB (−54%).

Although acV readings are Scope-specified as flat only between 50Hz and 500Hz, many measurements at higher frequencies can be useful when higher precision is not required.

Current specifications
Four dc current ranges are provided. Accuracy is rated at ±(0.8% of reading + 1 digit) for the 2mA, 20mA and 200mA ranges. Accuracy of the 10A range is ±(1.5% of reading + 1 digit).

Ac-current ranges are the same as the dc-current ranges, except for the accuracy of ±(1% of reading + 4 digits) for the lower three ranges and ±(1.5% of reading + 4 digits) for the 10A ac current range.

Resistance specifications
A full array of six resistance ranges covers 200Ω full scale to 200MΩ full scale. In the high-voltage mode, accuracies of the 2kΩ, 20kΩ, 200kΩ and 2,000kΩ ranges are rated at ±(0.5% of reading + 1 digit). Accuracy of the 200Ω range is ±(0.8% of reading + 3 digits), and the accuracy of the 20MΩ range is ±(1.5% of reading + 1 digit).

These six ranges also are available with low-voltage ohmmeter operation. The user just slides the HiLo switch on the front panel from Hi to Lo position. Better accuracy is obtained with the Hi position.

A higher ohmmeter voltage (2.96V with open leads) is available for those situations when you want to forward-bias a semiconductor junction. You would use the meter's lower ohmmeter voltage (0.232V) when diode/transistor conduction is not desired and the circuit components surrounding a semiconductor need testing.

Capacitance specifications
Five ranges cover capacitances from 2nF full scale to 20µF full scale. All five ranges have the same ±(1% of reading + 4 digits) accuracy reading.

For tests, capacitors are not connected to the Scope meter with the usual test leads and test jacks. Instead, connections are made to two small, plastic sockets (each with three pins, similar to those for transistors) that are located just above the test-lead jacks. You usually in-
Insert one lead of the capacitor into any hole of one test socket, then insert the other wire into any hole of the other test socket.

To select the approximate capacitance range needed, push in the two off-white switches (Fl and F2). Then look for a vertical column of (mostly) nF ranges printed in blue that is among the many listings on the meter’s front panel. Push in the switch (R1 through R6) that corresponds with the capacitance range you want. If the reading obtained has insufficient resolution (not enough digits in the reading), push in the next lower range switch (smaller capacitance range). Repeat this until you get an overrange indication, then push in the next higher range. This range should give the maximum number of significant digits in the reading.

Reverse the procedure if the first reading overranges. Push in the next higher range switch, and continue with higher switches until a readout with the maximum number of significant digits is obtained. Remember the warning that is printed near the capacitance test sockets: Make sure that capacitors are discharged before measuring them.

**Diode tests**

According to the operator’s manual, the diode test reading for a good junction should show the forward voltage of the diode (approximately 0.7V for silicon semiconductors). Any other reading indicates that the diode is either open or shorted.

With this meter, the diode-test function is also the 2kΩ range in the array of six ohmmeter ranges. Therefore, the set-up, testing procedure and read-out are identical for the two functions. Maximum voltage with open test leads measured 2.96V, and the maximum current with the leads shorted together was 1.286mA. These two standard test leads are plugged into the usual common and V-O-S test jacks.

Remember to select Hi ohms for this diode-testing function; Lo-ohms operation does not provide enough voltage for junction conduction. Also, remember that diodes conduct in only one direction. For conduction, the red test lead should connect to the diode anode; the black test lead is connected to the diode’s cathode.

Reverse these polarities to conduct leakage tests. If the meter readout displays an overrange condition, the transistor or diode is good. If a numerical reading is displayed, the junction has leakage. If high-resistance leakage is suspected, change to the next higher ohmmeter range. If overrange is obtained, repeat by changing to the next higher range until a reading is obtained or the highest range is reached. Remember to use Hi ohmmeter voltage for all these tests.

**Testing the diode function**

Accuracy of the diode-test function (there is only one range) was very good when fixed resistors were measured during preliminary tests. However, some inaccurate readings were noted with diodes. And when several diodes were connected in series, the readings were always less accurate.

Because the forward voltage across the base-emitter and base-collector junctions of a transistor may differ somewhat, in performing transistor-junction measurements, I measured both and divided by two to arrive at an "average" value. When I measured germanium transistors in this manner, the Scope’s reading of 0.243V was 39% lower than the 0.401V reading obtained using the reference meter. When I measured the junctions of a silicon transistor in the same manner, the meters gave identical “average” junction voltage readings of 0.750V.

However, with several junctions in series, the Scope readings were higher than they should have been. When a reading for two diodes in series was 1.350V on the reference meter, the Scope reading was 1.646V (about 22% higher). With three diodes in series, the reference-meter reading was 1.701V, but the Scope was in overrange (above 1.999V). Incidentally, the reference-meter reading was the sum of the individual junction voltages, but the Scope reading was higher than the sum of these same junction voltages.

Perhaps you wonder why the diode readings are rated in dc voltage and not
in ohms, even when the diode readings are obtained from the 2kΩ range. One reason is that the operator’s manual says the read-out shows “diode forward voltage.” Also, we need to know the amount of voltage drop across diode or transistor (such as base-to-emitter). This voltage drop across a solid-state junction indicates the material of the transistor or diode. For example, junctions measuring around 0.4V (old production transistors measure much lower — around 0.3V) surely are germanium. Junctions having more than 0.6V are certain to have materials of silicon. Incidentally, over several years I don’t recall having tested a silicon diode that showed a voltage drop of less than 0.50V or a transistor junction above 0.95V. Although those readings might not hold true for extraordinary types, the majority of diodes and transistors used in television, radio and tape-recording equipment probably will fit those limits.

Some of the peculiar readings in some data tables we produced by comparing DMMs were clarified by the following discoveries about diode-testing differences.

Digital multimeters usually include one of two types of diode-testing circuits. Each has three major characteristics that allow easy identification.

The first type has:
• its diode function combined with an ohmmeter range.
• variations of testing current in step with the readings.
• an LCD readout that does not show the exact test-probe voltage during ohmmeter tests, although sometimes the two are almost the same. The model DVM-638 Scope meter has this type of diode tester.

By comparison, the second type of diode-testing circuit has:
• a diode function that is separate from all ohmmeter ranges.
• regulation of the current, so each reading has the same amount (this is called constant current).
• an LCD read-out showing the exact dc voltage coming from the test probes. Our laboratory reference meter has the constant-current type of diode test range. “Junction voltage-drop produced by constant current” is a longer, more accurate name for the constant-current test.

Electrically, this method is simple: A constant current is passed through a forward-biased, solid-state junction while a dc voltmeter measures the voltage that is produced by the constant current flowing through the resistance of the junction. Notice that all three elements for Ohm’s Law are present. Also, the voltmeter is across the junction being tested, and the junction is connected to the test leads. Dc voltages on the read-out and at the junction/test leads are identical. For leakage tests, change to normal ohmmeter ranges. Reverse the test leads for reverse-bias leakage tests.

Conductance specification

Briefly, the Scope conductance function uses the 200ns range with an accuracy of ±(3% of reading plus 10 digits) to provide an equivalent-resistance range between 5MΩ and 10,000MΩ. Conductance is the measure of a component’s ability to conduct electricity. The conductance formula for dc circuits is written as the reciprocal of the resistance. That is, conductance = 1/R (where R is the resistance in ohms). Over many years the short expression (for use in calculations and formulas) has changed. It originally was mho and now it’s Siemens (abbreviated to S).

When the 200ns range is used, the formula is 1,000/ns = MΩ. To operate this function, simultaneously press in and lock the two top pushbuttons (R5 and R6); this action produces the 200ns range. Also, push in and lock the bottom gray pushbutton (F1), making certain the second-from-bottom gray pushbutton (F1) is in the out position, and turn the power switch on. Use the normal test probes and test jacks to obtain a reading. Calculate the conductance in meghoms by using the ns-divided-into-1.000 formula. The operator’s manual shows a graph that provides answers without calculations.

This conductance test is used for all extremely high-resistance measurements, such as testing for leakage in cables, copper circuit boards, diodes or small capacitors.

You'll get an overrange indication if it turns out that the point at which you're measuring is a short circuit or has a resistance below 5MΩ. If this occurs, change the switches and take a normal ohmmeter reading.

Perhaps the Siemens name is new to you, as it was to me. This apparently is another example of the trend toward renaming common terms after pioneers in the electrical field. William Siemens (1823-1883) was an engineer and inventor who, although born in Germany, moved to England where his excellent work in the electrical field was accomplished.

Continuity indicators

When you want to make continuity checks, you can set the meter to give you an audible tone as well as a visual readout whenever you probe across a point of low resistance. This continuity feature is available on all six resistance ranges. Whenever the resistance between the probes is very high (open circuit), an UP arrow and the single “1” digit (indicating overrange) appear on the display. When you probe across a circuit point that the meter considers to be approaching a short circuit and the probes remain in contact for 50μs or

If the Fordham capacitor test leads are not available, a simple adapter for accommodating tubular capacitors can be constructed easily. Solder short test leads to a 15MΩ small resistor, which is plugged into the capacitance sockets. (Caution: This or any small adapter adds capacitance to the reading, which must be subtracted from the LCD reading when accuracy is desired.) This sample adapter added 0016nF (or 16pF) to all capacitance readings.
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longer, the UP arrow is replaced by a DOWN arrow and the 3.5kHz audio tone sounds. If you prefer, you can turn the tone off by the sliding switch on the panel.

On most meters, you will usually get a continuity indication only when the resistance across the probes is very close to zero. With the Scope, however, the resistance you’re probing doesn’t have to be very close to 0Ω. With this meter, the amount of resistance that gives a continuity indication depends on the range in use. For example, with the 200Ω range, resistances lower than 4700Ω give a continuity indication. On the 20MΩ range (the highest on the meter), resistances below 2.5MΩ resulted in a continuity indication. A pulse stretcher operates for the 20MΩ range, so any continuity activates the indicators for approximately 100ms. This stretching is very noticeable to the ear and should be helpful.

Because the normal function of the ohmmeter ranges is not affected, when resistance of the continuity does not reach the overrange point, the numerical reading of the resistance is shown on the LCD readout.

During tests of this continuity feature, the DOWN arrow and the tone were activated regardless of how briefly the probes were touched together. This is good performance, and it should help the user find intermittent opens and shorts. The only negative observation was that the tone is not very loud, so if you have any kind of hearing impairment or if you are working in a noisy location, you might have to rely on the arrows as much as possible. Of course, reliance on the tone is excellent for times when a technician must watch where he places the test probes. This should be a popular feature.

Level-detector operation
The level-detector operation can sense and indicate logic levels in signals having an amplitude of less than 250V.

To use this feature, set up the meter as if you are measuring resistances, but select the 200Ω range. This range supplies approximately +0.8V for the level detector to use as a standard for comparison with the incoming signal’s level. Both visual and audible indications will operate unless the tone is switched off.
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When the incoming signal is more positive than +0.8V, the UP arrow in the LCD read-out is visible. When the signal is less positive than +0.8V, the tone sounds and the UP arrow is not visible. Different areas of incoming waveforms produce many combinations of visual and audible responses. These are explained in detail and illustrated with a drawing in the operator's manual, so they will not be repeated here.

**Transistor-testing specifications**

PNP and NPN small transistors can be tested for 0-1,000 HFE (dc Beta) values Approximately 10uA of base current is applied during each test, and the supply voltage is about 2.8V.

There are two 3-pin sockets for small transistors on the right side of the panel about 2 inches above the test-lead jacks (which are not used for these transistor tests).

To set the meter for transistor beta tests, you push in the second dark switch (those are not used for these transistor tests). From the top (R5) and adjust all other edge-mounted switches to their out positions. No other adjustments are required.

To perform this test, you plug the transistor into the correct PNP or NPN socket and read the value of HFE on the LCD read-out.

**Commentary**

Tests and examinations of the Scope meter were more extensive than is customary for items reported by our Test Lab. One reason for the extra tests is that this meter is the first off-shore model (it was manufactured in Taiwan) to be examined. Checks for accuracy of various functions were performed by simultaneously operating the Scope meter vs. two or three lab meters. Accuracy of at least one of the testing meters always was rated higher than the Scope's published accuracy. Perhaps this method could be called trial by its peers.

DC voltages were tested by all meters at several fixed voltages from batteries. The Scope meter readings differed from the others only by one least-significant digit. Several ac voltages were tested, and again all meters were substantially in agreement. Accuracy of ac readings vs. frequency was covered before.

Resistance tests were made at 23 values, and the variation of readings between three meters was found only in the least-significant digit.

Capacitance tests were performed for 18 values, and some differences of meter readings were noticed. The Scope meter and another DMM gave nearly identical readings, while the third meter (which operates by a different principle) showed some readings that varied from the DMMs by perhaps 10%. Again, it is my experience that capacitance meters seldom show identical readings.

Very informative were tests designed to indicate changes of readings from various resistances placed in parallel with each of the 18 capacitors. Three capacitance values were chosen as sufficient to reveal the principle of resistance-load errors.

On the Scope meter, the smallest capacitor measured 1.286nF without a resistive load. This reading changed to 1.326nF with a paralleling 1MΩ load. The reading increased to 2.32nF with a 100kΩ load; to 6.25nF with a 47kΩ load; and to 20.2nF with a 15kΩ load. Finally, a 40Ω load increased the reading to 7.76µF!

An 11.37nF capacitor showed an in-
crease with only a 100kΩ load. As the load resistance was decreased in steps, the meter reading increased to 31.2nF with a 10kΩ load and to 302nF with a 1kΩ load. Finally, a 40Ω load increased the reading to 7.77μF!

A nominally 0.1μF capacitor tested 96.2nF without load. The reading increased to 100.6nF with a 10kΩ load, and to 219nF with 1.5kΩ. For the last reading, a 40Ω load increased the reading again to 7.77μF!

Did you notice that one certain extremely high reading was shown with a 40Ω load for all three capacitances? Evidently, this is the reading for near shorts regardless of capacitance. Many readings were made but not shown here because these few showed the trend: Any resistive load increased the LCD reading, and smaller capacitances were more affected by resistive loads than were the larger capacitances.

Two major suggestions emerge from these tests: Don’t measure capacitors in-circuit, and be alert for a leaky capacitor that apparently has excessive capacitance. It appears likely that most other DMM capacitance functions will operate the same with resistive loads.

The subject of high- vs. low-ohmmeter voltages omitted some figures and comments. Starting with the 20kΩ range and high ohmmeter voltage, a 15.18kΩ resistor produced 1.721V across the resistor. With low voltage, the same resistor measured 15.19kΩ, but the voltage across it was only 0.129V. A 1012kΩ resistor across the 2kΩ range measured the same on both high and low voltages, but the high voltage produced 0.801V while the low voltage produced only 0.525V. Tests on the higher ranges produced similar results.

On the 2000 range with high voltage, a resistor tested 39.80 with 0.0726V across the resistor while the low voltage produced 40.1Ω with 0.034V. Apparently this range has different characteristics than the other ranges. Neither high- nor low-voltage ohmmeter voltage cause diode or junction conduction.

These figures (and others not reported) should prove that the accuracy of the so-called low-voltage operation is equal to that of the high-voltage operation, except on the 200Ω range. Therefore, choose high or low operation according to the need for diode-junction conduction. Probably you will use high-voltage operation more often than the low-voltage, so it is recommended that you keep the switch at high position until low is needed.

Where is the decimal point? That is a question often asked when we want to change nanofarads to microfarads or picofarads. Most DMMs that have a capacitor-test function also show several ranges calibrated in nanofarads. Now, nanofarads is a valid rating, but many of us old-timers are not overly practiced in its usage. We usually jumped from microfarads to micromicrofarads (now called picofarads). Nanofarads is be-
between the two, and it is very popular with the designers of new equipment. For example, the Scope meter has four out of its five capacitance ranges calibrated in nanofarads (abbreviated nF). For those times when you want to change nF readings to pF or µF, here are the easy conversions:

- Change nanofarads to microfarads by moving the decimal three places to the left.
- Change nanofarads to picofarads by moving the decimal three places to the right.
- Change picofarads to nanofarads by moving the decimal three places to the left.
- Change microfarads to nanofarads by moving the decimal three places to the right.

**Summary**

After a first glance at the Scope DVM-638 meter, my immediate reaction was negative because of the complicated panel and its layout of switches. I wondered if a technician could memorize all of the steps necessary for the selection of each function desired and the range needed. Obviously, it is not practical to consult the operator’s manual each time a function is changed. Also, the manual is too brief (having only 16 4½"x6" pages) and sometimes confusing, as illustrated by the page-11 diagram that has six horizontal rows for the test jacks to be used, two horizontal rows of 2-position function-selector switches, and six horizontal rows for range selection. These horizontal rows intersect with 14 vertical columns, making squares with markings in them to show the in-or-out position for the 14 functions.

Unfortunately, the layout of the manual diagram does not conform physically with the actual meter. For example, the F1 and F2 almost-white function-selection switches are at the bottom of the thumb-operated push switches on the meter, but they are shown at the top on the manual’s diagram. Also, the R1-through-R6 range-selection switches on the meter are reversed in the diagram. As you can easily imagine, this promotes confusion when a technician is trying to use the manual to locate the necessary switch positions for a transistor test (for example).

Fortunately, the manufacturer has provided several pictorial diagrams inside colored areas on the front panel, and these show the in-or-out positions of the two function-selector switches (F1 and F2). After a technician has used these suggestions (or consulted the manual’s page-11 diagram) and operated the meter through all 14 functions, he should be able to select and use all 14 functions solely by “reading” the meter’s panel.

In conclusion, the Scope DVM-638 digital multimeter performed very well in all tests, with a few minor exceptions (such as errors at the extreme ends of the diode range, and others noted before). These few deviations from perfection should cause no problems for most users. They are small prices to pay for the several important extra features that have been added above those of the average DMM without increasing the size or weight of the meter. The strong points far outweigh the few weak ones.

It is a meter that should be a welcome addition to any shop or lab, and its reasonable price is an extra bonus.

**Editor’s note:** The Scope model DVM-638 DMM is listed on page 12 of the 1989 Fordham catalog for $87.50. Also listed are the $9.95 CA-92 padded case and the $9.90 TL-216 test leads for transistor and capacitor connections to the meter.
Portable oscilloscope

Tektronix has introduced its 2211 portable oscilloscope, which provides 50MHz bandwidth and 20MS/s sampling rate/channel. The scope features 8-bit vertical resolution, 4K record length per channel, on-screen cursors, CRT readout and a hardcopy serial interface. The model is well-suited for low-frequency and single-shot measurements.

Circle (75) on Reply Card

Z-Meter demonstrator

The DMI15 Z-Meter demonstrator from Sencore provides “faulty components” that allow the user to learn how the Z-Meter tests indicate capacitor and inductor failures. Capacitor tests simulate good, shorted and open components and excessive value changes, leakage, dielectric absorption and equivalent series resistance. Inductor tests simulate opens and shorts, excessive value changes and a single shorted turn. SCR and triac tests simulate good, no turn-on, excessive leakage and shorted conditions. Simulated transmission line tests illustrate how to use the tester to determine the distance to an open or short in a transmission line.

Circle (76) on Reply Card

Diagnostic tool

The VU-THRU from Prime Electronics is a clear jig that allows a VHS machine to be operated as if there were a tape in it. The tool blocks sensors and makes switches and contacts, allowing the servicer to check the idler and spindle and brake action.

Circle (77) on Reply Card

Soldering station

The Weller MC5000 microprocessor-controlled soldering station, available from CooperTools, allows the use of two different sizes of tools and 34 different tip styles with no recalibration. The station is programmable to allow for tip temperature accuracy and stability. Tip style changes are input on the keypad as a menu function. Tip temperatures are controlled to within ±3° to 5°F. A temporary automatic setback feature moves tip temperature back to 350°. The non-volatile internal memory stores enough information to control set temperature, tip style, display mode, station and tool calibration.

Circle (78) on Reply Card

Oscilloscope

Leader Instruments has introduced the model 1021 20MHz oscilloscope with an ergonomic front panel. Triggering controls include variable trigger hold-off, TV-V and TV-H sync separators, LF-Reject, HF-Reject and line triggering. Other features include 1mV sensitivity, an internal graticule, auto-focus and scale illumination.

Circle (79) on Reply Card

Parts storage cabinets

Contact East has introduced three portable, small-parts storage cabinets. The cabinets are made from high-impact plastic and feature rustproof hardware, removable drawers and a self-storing door that double-latches to prevent drawers from opening.

Circle (80) on Reply Card

Soldering iron sleeve

The Iron Sleeve from Electron Processing allows electronics service centers to place hot soldering iron back into their toolkits without waiting for the iron to cool. The sleeve is an 11-inch long, 1.5-inch diameter tube of proprietary heat-absorbing mass.

Circle (81) on Reply Card

Torque wrench

The T-Torker ratcheting, T-handle torque wrench from Lowell features a self-locking, reversing collar that disengages the ratchet mechanism for conventional backing-off and loosening. The wrench is factory preset from 5-inch-pounds to 80 inch-pounds and has ±10% accuracy. It can be supplied with a hex socket set and various screwdriving bits.

Circle (82) on Reply Card

Static-shielding bag

The 2100E and 210E recloseable, static-shielding bags from MPro protect against all three types of electrostatic charge and safeguard against corrosion and contamination. A proprietary fluorochemical agent is compounded directly into the polyethylene inner layer that disperses charge throughout the interior of the bag as it is generated, eliminating the need for surface lubricants that can corrode sensitive electronic devices. The bags are also embossed in a waffle pattern to minimize triboelectric charge and to ease insertion of boards.

Circle (83) on Reply Card

A-V setup video

Reference Recordings has released an interactive laser videodisc, "A Video Standard," that is an audio/video reference for the setup and alignment of home entertainment, video monitor and projection systems. It contains audio and video test signals with instructions on how to use them, plus a variety of audio and video demonstration material.

Circle (84) on Reply Card

Digital multimeter

The DM310 33-range, ruggedized DMM from Universal Enterprises has a resolution on the most sensitive ranges of 0.1mV, 0.1mA and 0.10. The DMM can withstand a 7.5-foot drop and has a ½-inch-high LCD. Features include a

Circle (85) on Reply Card
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HDTV proposal meets all key criteria

High-definition television (HDTV) is generally described as a new, consumer-oriented television service that will offer improved picture resolution (typically twice the horizontal and vertical resolution that can be achieved by the current U.S. TV broadcast system) and improved audio (usually defined as being as good as an audio compact disc). Other characteristics of an HDTV system could include reduced picture noise, wider screen dimensions (also called a wider aspect ratio) and larger screen sizes.

A number of approaches to implementing HDTV are being explored worldwide. One approach has been proposed by Zenith. According to Wayne Luplow, executive director of electronic systems research and development for Zenith's Consumer Products Group, the "ideal" HDTV system should — at a minimum — provide improved picture resolution and higher-quality sound for owners of a new generation of HDTV sets. It should also continue to provide a high-quality signal for the more than 160 million TVs in U.S. homes today.

The existing U.S. TV broadcast system, which has a 6MHz channel bandwidth, is known as NTSC (for the National Television Standards Committee that established the system in the 1950s). HDTV systems that will continue to work with sets built around the NTSC standard are often called "NTSC-compatible."

A number of NTSC-compatible HDTV systems have been proposed, but according to Luplow, "Until now, not a single one has satisfied all of the key criteria simultaneously: no adverse impact on existing television reception, a picture that has four to five times as much information but is still within a 6MHz signal, and a signal that's robust enough to be transmitted and received cleanly without noise and other distortion."

Spectrum-compatible HDTV transmission

Zenith's research and development team in Glenview, IL, has designed a transmission system to satisfy all of the performance, co-existence and spectrum-availability conditions specified above.

Under the NTSC standard, many channels are not used in any given area because, to prevent interference problems, the FCC does not assign a large number of positions in the spectrum (particularly in the UHF band). In most metropolitan areas, spectrum use is restricted to every other VHF channel and every sixth UHF channel.

In developing a new HDTV system, Zenith found a way to leave NTSC station operations intact so that existing TV sets could still be used without signal compromise. The new transmission technology of this system is consistent with existing 6MHz channel allocations but will allow the use of unallocated TV channels in the VHF/UHF spectrum.

The result is that every existing NTSC broadcast station could obtain a second 6MHz channel over which a true HDTV program could be broadcast at the same time as existing NTSC programming.

Adapted from a Zenith paper.

Figure 1. Converting the low-frequency video signal to digital form permits an HDTV broadcast that uses substantially less power and will allow the use of unallocated TV channels in the VHF/UHF spectrum. Existing NTSC broadcast stations could obtain a second 6MHz channel over which a true HDTV program could be broadcast at the same time as existing NTSC programming.
time as existing NTSC programming. Thus, this HDTV system is spectrum-compatible with existing NTSC signals.

The Zenith transmission system
To achieve this spectrum compatibility, the Zenith system separates the HDTV picture information into two frequency bands. The high-frequency portion (above 200kHz) of the HDTV signal will continue to be transmitted in analog format, but video frequencies below 200kHz will be converted to digital form and then transmitted more efficiently in conjunction with the high-frequency analog signal. Transmitting the standard high-frequency portion of a video signal uses less than 1% of the energy needed for a complete broadcast signal. Virtually all of the power required to send a video signal is needed for the low-frequency video information, plus the synchronization information (which is also low-frequency) and the average (or dc) value of the video.

Converting the low-frequency video signal to digital form permits an HDTV broadcast that uses substantially less power, essentially eliminating interference with other television signals (either on the same channel, adjacent to the HDTV signal or located elsewhere in the VHF/UHF spectrum). At the same time, the system yields a signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio that is better than the NTSC ratio.

This HDTV system also allows the sync and dc components — which are sent continuously and thus redundantly in NTSC — to be sampled at a low rate and digitized.

The low-frequency video information, two channels of digitized CD-quality audio, and the sync and dc information are then transmitted in the vertical blanking interval.

To help eliminate ghosts and other distortion, the digital data is encoded using error-correcting circuitry. The digital audio will be encoded using systems proposed either by Digideck or Dolby. A small amount of RF carrier is added back into the system to allow signal acquisition and tuning of the receiver. Extensive digital signal processing will be required in HDTV receivers based on this system, but it is expected that only 1Mbyte of field (frame) memory will be needed.

The "ideal" HDTV system should provide improved picture resolution and higher-quality sound for owners of a new generation of HDTV sets.

"We're effectively taking 30MHz of complex video and audio data and squeezing it into a 6MHz channel that has no negative impact on the channels around it," Luplow said. "Yet, with additional processing, that signal can be made quite robust."

One benefit of Zenith's HDTV system is that average transmitter-power requirements are reduced by more than 90% compared to an NTSC transmitter with the same service area.

The encoding system
The system's encoding technique, which makes it possible to transmit about five times the NTSC information through a 6MHz channel, is based on the properties of the human eye. Because the eye's ability to perceive detail is considerably less for moving objects than for non-moving objects, the system transmits stationary video at high resolution, but motion video at lower resolutions, thereby conserving bandwidth.

Although the transmitted HDTV signal will resemble an NTSC transmission for spectrum compatibility, the HDTV display on home receivers will be a 787.5-line, progressively scanned 59.94Hz display, comparable in resolution to an interlaced display of greater than 1,000 lines. NTSC offers a 525-line, interlaced display of 262.5 lines per 59.94Hz field.

As a source for these 787.5-line HDTV transmissions, broadcasters can use either a 787.5-line, 59.94Hz format in a 30MHz RGB signal, or a 1,050-line, 59.94Hz format, which is then electronically compressed to be compatible with the 787.5-line display.

The system is capable of providing TV images with various width-to-height aspect ratios, such as 16:9, 5:3 or 4:3.

Cable, satellite and VCRs
The reduced average power and peak power of the Zenith system also allows cable systems to send 6MHz HDTV signals with improved interference and S/N ratio characteristics — without rebuilding cable plants or decreasing the number of available channels.

Because these HDTV signals are directly transcodable to the FM signals used in satellite broadcasts, the resulting signal improvements could lead to smaller receiving antennas (dishes) in a direct broadcast satellite (DBS) environment. And satellite transmissions of network HDTV feeds could occur over existing NTSC links.

VCR technology also could be extended to incorporate this system. Because 6MHz of bandwidth is all that is needed to record the full HDTV signal, only modest improvements over Super VHS technology will produce HDTV VCRs, and consumers with existing VCRs will still be able to tape NTSC broadcasts.
What do you know about electronics?

Quiz feedback

By Sam Wilson, CET

I received a nice, professional letter from James Wagner of Park Ridge, IL, about the February 1989 "Test Your Electronics Knowledge." As sometimes happens, errors did creep in. I want to devote a few lines to those errors. Also, I've revised the questions and put them in the quiz for this issue.

From question number five in the February quiz:
"In the Class A circuit in Figure B [Figure A in this issue], R3 is open. That will cause the voltmeter to read: A: 0V. B: a higher-than-normal voltage."

My comment: There isn't any logical place that you can put a voltmeter that changes its measurement to 0V when R3 opens. That eliminates choice A. Although there was no voltmeter shown in the illustration, it would have to be between the emitter or base of the transistor and ground. Both of those points become more positive when R3 opens.

There was also a problem with the answer to question number nine:
"Bandwidth is the range of frequencies between points where voltage is down by 70.7%. It is also the range of frequencies between points where the power is down 50%. Which of these represents -3dB?"

The answer was given as follows:
"Both represent 13dB:
\[ dB = 10 \log 0.5 = -3 \]dB
\[ dB = 20 \log 0.5 = -3.01 \]dB"

Both solutions in the answer show that the correct answer is 3.01dB. That was the point of question: The dB values are the same for voltage vs. frequency and for power vs. frequency graphs. The 13dB value occurred when the minus sign was accidently changed to 1. That was a printing error.

In question number 10, the value of the applied voltage and series resistance were omitted. The question was:
"The silicon diode to be connected across the circuit in Figure D has a maximum-value rating of 50mA at 2V. How much current will flow when the diode is connected into the circuit in Figure D?" [See Figure B in this issue.]

Wilson is the electronics theory consultant for ES&T.

The answer to the question said: "10.9mA. This problem is easily solved with the piece-wise method. You know two points on the characteristic curve: The breakover point is 0.7V and the maximum value is 2V at 50mA. They are marked with an X and the characteristic curve is drawn as shown in Figure E. [Figure C in this issue.]

The load line is drawn between the 5V open-circuit voltage and the (5/200)mA short-circuit current. The curves cross at the solution, showing that the current with the diode connected is 10.9mA. The voltage will be 1.2V."

You could, of course, determine the value of voltage and the value of the series resistance from the answer, but you couldn't answer the question without seeing the load line. That was a regrettable error that I made when I copied the drawing from my rough sketch.

We really appreciate it when readers send letters, whether the letters point out mistakes or make suggestions, or just to keep in touch. The letter from Mr. Wagner, and others like it, give me motivation to try harder.

The conductron

A good friend, Delbert Shafer of Warren, OH, sent some components that look something like fuses. My rough sketch is shown in Figure D. His question: What are they?

He doesn't remember this, but he gave me two of those many years ago when I was teaching at Kent State University. Recently, he sent two more.

The resistance between the terminals is 0Ω. It was measured with a very accurate Kelvin bridge.

I've shown them to many people and no one had any idea about them. Recently, I ran across another friend who said he thought he knew, but he made me promise not to mention his name in case he is wrong.

Don't bother to write and ask his name. When I tell my friend Daniel Loper that I won't mention his name, my lips are sealed.

Anyway, our guess is that these devices are simply conductors that patch between two connectors. They could also be used as fuse-like holders to connect circuits. Using these devices, it is also easy to disconnect circuits in various places.

That was a good guess made by a friend and me. Do you have a better idea? Please send it. I won't mention your name if you don't want me to.

If it ain't air, don't inhale it

Not long ago, I wrote about the very

Figure A. There isn't any logical place that you can put a voltmeter that changes the measurement in this circuit to 0V when R3 opens. If a voltmeter were connected, it would have to be between the emitter or base of the transistor and ground. Both of those points become more positive when R3 opens.

Figure B. The silicon diode to be connected across this circuit has a maximum-value rating of 50mA at 2V. How much current will flow when the diode is connected into the circuit?
Figure C. To solve the question related to Figure B, you need to draw a graph showing the breakover point (0.7V) and the maximum value of 2V at 50mA. The load line is drawn between the 5V open-circuit voltage and the (5/200)mA short-circuit current.

Figure D. Although the author doesn't know what these components are, they might be conductors that patch between two connectors. They could also be used as fuse-like holders to connect circuits. Using these devices, it is also easy to disconnect circuits in various places.

dangerous practice of putting solder in your mouth. As a general rule, you should not use your mouth as a third hand.

Another serious problem is related to smoke from the solder. There are some solders that contain cadmium.
**Technicians Have Died from Inhaling Smoke from Those Solders.**

You could argue that they did not solder in a place with enough ventilation. You could also argue that the technicians did not follow good practice when they inhaled the smoke into their lungs. You would probably be right in both cases.

The purpose of this discussion is to motivate you to examine your own soldering techniques.

**More on Differentiating Circuits**

When you were in kindergarten, your teacher told you that the current/voltage relationship of a capacitor is easily explained. Because the current has to flow into the capacitor before there can be a voltage across it, the current leads the voltage.

That, of course, is a model of circuit behavior that won’t stand up to our own critical test. (However, it is a good way to remember that current leads the voltage in a capacitive circuit.)

When you compare the waveforms in Figures E(a) and E(b), you can see that adding resistance reduces the phase angle between the applied voltage and the resulting current. To get the full 90°, you would have to reduce the resistance to 0Ω. However, that would reduce the output voltage (across R) to 0V.

**Figure E.** When you compare the waveforms in (a) and (b), you can see that adding resistance reduces the phase angle between the applied voltage and the resulting current. To get the full 90°, you would have to reduce the resistance to 0Ω. However, that would reduce the output voltage (across R) to 0V.

So, true differentiation is NOT possible with the R-C circuit because of the physical characteristics of the circuit parameters.

Let’s go back to the previous issue. Figure F is taken from that discussion. It shows a sine wave and a cosine wave on the same time base. Also shown is the simple R-C differentiating circuit from that discussion.

You will remember that the voltage across the resistor in Figure F is dependent upon the current through it. (That current, in turn, depends upon the rate of change of applied voltage.)

In mathematics, you get a cosine wave when you differentiate a sine wave. The value of the cosine wave is, at all points, related to the rate of change of the sine wave. The cosine wave is 90° out of phase with the sine wave.

In the real world, the voltage across the resistor cannot be 90° out of phase with the applied voltage. Instead, it must always be less than 90°.

As was illustrated in Figure E, the lower the resistance value, the closer to 90° is the phase difference between the applied voltage and resulting current.

You can get very close to a cosine wave across the resistor by making its resistance very low. That also means a low voltage, but that voltage can be amplified. For practical purposes, that gives a differentiated sine wave.

After trying to visualize the waveforms in the simple R-C circuit, you will, no doubt, come to the conclusion that there has to be a better way to explain this.

One way is to develop more math and then go from there. That is my personal preference. However, our present school system spends a lot more money on discipline and control than it does on inspiration. As a result, many technicians have shied away from math, regardless of the fact that it helps you visualize circuit behavior.

Rather than try to force math down everyone’s throat, next month I’ll take a completely different tack.

Graphical solutions are, by far, the easiest way to represent problems like this. With a few triangles, you can see exactly what the relationship is for the circuit voltages and current.

That, in turn, will get us much closer to understanding how the differentiating circuit reacts to a sine wave. Then, we will look at the amplified version that works much better than the simple R-C version.
Choosing the right software

By William J. Lynott

Last month we reviewed some of the basics you need to consider when you're buying computer hardware suitable for an electronics service company. As important as choosing hardware is for computerizing your business, it takes a back seat to the importance of selecting software.

Software, as you know, is the term given to the programs that tell your computer what you want it to do and how to go about doing it. For the most part, computer hardware tends to be of a standardized and predictable quality. As I said last month, as long as you get the right configuration, you're not likely to go wrong with any of the popular brands. Software, however, is another matter. There is a lot of both good and bad software out there.

Because software provides specific direction to your computer, it must be tailored to provide precisely the things you need to help run your business. Even within the electronics service industry, there are vastly different ideas among service dealers about what software should do. That's what makes it so important that you select the right software package. If your software doesn't do what you expected, your system will be an expensive disappointment.

Custom, generic or off-the-shelf?

There are three choices when it comes to buying software: custom programs written specifically for you by a computer programmer (often the best choice); generic software written specifically for service businesses (much less expensive and often quite good); and off-the-shelf software (the least expensive, but it requires a considerable investment in learning time).

Unless your service business is relatively large (more than $500,000 or so in annual gross), hiring a programmer to write a custom program for you probably isn't a practical alternative. A good custom program will usually run into thousands of dollars.

Most electronics servicers will find either generic or off-the-shelf commercial software the best choice. Let's discuss each briefly.

A few years ago, specialized software written for service businesses was scarce. What was available was first-generation work that often left a great deal to be desired. Some of it was almost totally worthless. The result: A lot of service entrepreneurs were left saddler but wiser.

Fortunately, that picture has changed. The free market has gradually weeded out most, if not all, of the below-par material. What is left is largely second- and third-generation software that has withstood the test of time. I've had the opportunity to review many of the service management programs on the market today. Most of the ones I've seen do their jobs well. Several companies now offer programs written specifically for electronics servicers. Some of these advertise regularly in this and other trade journals.

When it comes to generic software, caution is the byword. Before you buy, I recommend that you ask whether a demonstration version is available. Many companies have put together demonstration disks that allow you to preview the program's major features without actually buying it. And any legitimate software company will be able to refer you to satisfied users with whom you can check.

Off-the-shelf software systems are generic programs such as word processors, database managers and electronic spreadsheets. Although each will require some effort on your part to learn, they offer considerable flexibility and are the least expensive way to computerize the major parts of your service operation.

Which software to choose

The typical small electronics service company could take care of most of its software needs with two types of off-the-shelf software: a database manager and a spreadsheet program.

An electronic spreadsheet enables you to manipulate numbers. Anything to do with the financial aspects of your business, such as budgets, operating statements and technician productivity, can be handled by a good spreadsheet. I use and recommend the all-time best-seller, Lotus 1-2-3, for this purpose. Today, however, there are several lower-priced products that have most or all of the same features. Quattro is one of the most popular of those.

Database managers, on the other hand, are excellent for maintaining your customer records and your repair-parts inventories. As the name suggests, database managers are programs designed to store and retrieve data of almost any type. After reviewing many database managers, I settled on dBase III Plus, the leading product of its type. (dBase IV has recently been introduced.) As with other classifications of software, though, competing products with similar features are now available for less money. Good database managers and spreadsheet programs are generally available at list prices in the $300 to $500 price range. However, remember that heavy discounting is prevalent in the software trade.

Computerizing your service business isn't going to solve all of your management problems. Far from it. Actually, experience shows that companies already well-managed stand to benefit most from computerization. If you're ready for it, introducing a computer into your business has never been easier or less expensive.
Audio output problems?
Maybe it's ESR.

By Robert Arso

If you’re troubleshooting a capacitor-coupled audio output circuit that doesn’t seem to be delivering the amount of power for which it was designed, check the output capacitors. Over time, the electrolyte in these large capacitors can dry out, which, along with other aging effects, can cause their resistance to increase. The increased resistance of the capacitors, in turn, causes the circuit’s performance to deteriorate.

Figure 1A represents a typical audio output circuit. The circuit element marked ESR represents the equivalent series resistance of the capacitor. We’ll discuss ESR in detail later. For now, take a look at Figure 1B, a plot of the ESR power curve. As the frequency increases, the capacitive reactance of the capacitor decreases. The circuit current then increases. Consequently, the power dissipated in the ESR increases. The result is a reduction in output power, which reduces the design efficiency of the circuit at higher frequencies.

Another problem: When ESR is too high, the internal temperature of the capacitor rises. The higher temperature dries up the electrolyte, which tends to cause a decrease in component life and value.

The definition of ESR

Capacitors are used extensively in consumer electronics circuits. They’re used to block dc current while passing ac when stages are coupled together. They shunt ac to ground in other applications to eliminate negative feedback. They’re also used in the output stages of audio equipment. Real capacitors, as opposed to ideal capacitors, exhibit some degree of resistance in addition to their capacitance. This equivalent series resistance, or ESR, exists because all capacitors have resistance in the leads, in the connecting points where the leads connect to the plates, and in the dielectric and the electrolyte. The sum of these resistances is the ESR.

As long as a capacitor is within its design tolerance, the circuitry it’s in operates properly. When the ESR increases to an unacceptable level, the resistive effect of the capacitor may be the source of effects that cause the performance of the product to deteriorate.

Figure 2 shows the relationship of the current and voltage in a resistor. Notice that the two waves are in phase and that their product (voltage times current) is always positive. The positive power curve indicates that all of the power delivered to the load is dissipated by the load, and none of the power is returned to the voltage source.

An ideal capacitor, on the other hand, does not dissipate any power. The phase shift between the voltage and the current is 90°. Figure 3 shows the relationship of voltage, current and power in a pure capacitor. Notice that the positive and negative power curves are equal in area to each other. In this situation, no power is dissipated.

Now let’s look at a capacitor that has an acceptable amount of equivalent series resistance at its lowest operating frequency. A majority of this resistance is made up of two sources: the evaporation of water from the electrolyte, and the mechanical connections between the component leads and the capacitor’s plates.

The opposition that a capacitor presents to an alternating current flow — and which causes the voltage drop across the capacitor — is called capacitive reactance and is inversely
related to frequency. At relatively low frequencies, the capacitive reactance should be large in comparison to the ESR. This allows the capacitor to look almost like an ideal capacitor with very little power loss. As the frequency increases, the capacitive reactance decreases, and the ratio of the ESR to capacitive reactance increases.

At the risk of oversimplifying the case, as frequency increases, the voltage drop across the capacitor should decrease. In a properly designed circuit, it would approach a short circuit. However, if the ESR has increased because of capacitor aging, the voltage drop (and therefore the power dissipation across the ESR) can be appreciable. Therefore, as capacitors age and their ESR increases, appreciable power is dissipated in the capacitor.

In an audio output circuit, the result is that the power available to the speaker can decrease and, therefore, the output of an audio system can gradually deteriorate. When you encounter a product in which audio output has unexplainedly decreased and preliminary checks don't reveal any problems, pull the output capacitor(s) and check them for ESR. Replace any that are out of tolerance.
Some hints and tips for IBM PCs

By Glenn R. Patsch

The Computer Corner column titled "Those Mysterious Glitches" in the May 1988 issue raised the question of why IBM PC/XTs sometimes exhibit strange behavior. As one who has worked on many IBM PCs, I know why some computers stop working. The IBM PC and PC/XT are especially sensitive to static shock, such as the kind you get when you run across a carpet and touch something metal. Whenever the user touches the case of the PC or the keyboard and transmits even a small static shock, the computer is gone and must be restarted with the power switch. I have never seen a PC/AT or PS/2 exhibit this problem. The most common cause of static is the user walking across the room and touching the keyboard. Wearing a wool sweater and moving around a lot will also cause the problem.

That's one more example of how experience with a particular computer pays off. There are a lot of little oddities a service gets to know about a particular machine he services fairly often. For example, when PC operators power off the computer, they should wait for the power supply to fall below minimum voltage levels and drop the power-good signal before they turn the computer back on. IBM recommends a five-second on/off cycle for the PC/XT.

The operator should not be concerned about whether the hard disk has stopped. However, it does take about five seconds for the hard disk to spin down, so listening for that is a good rule of thumb. If the hard disk has stopped, you know the power supply has dropped the power-good signal. I recommend that users count to 10 after powering off before powering back up. This rule of thumb also works with a PC with only floppy disks.

Using diagnostics

For anyone servicing or working with IBM computers, I recommend they know about The IBM Technical Directory. The directory is free from IBM and lists the technical maintenance hardware manuals available. To order manuals or the directory, call IBM at 800-IBM-PCTB (800-426-7282) from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. EST. IBM accepts Visa, MasterCard and American Express credit cards. You can also order the DOS technical reference manuals. The hardware maintenance manuals come with diagnostic software.

IBM always includes a diagnostic disk with the computer when it is new. The PC and PC/XT come with an operating manual and a diagnostics disk. This is a good place to start when something is wrong. The hardware maintenance and service manual, which is not included, is invaluable because it tells you what those mysterious error numbers on the screen mean. For example, the 300 errors indicate a keyboard problem. Error 301 indicates no keyboard. When this message appears, the keyboard probably is not plugged in. The hardware maintenance manual also includes the advanced diagnostics disk, which lets you select any single test and save the test results.

The PS/2 computers come with a reference diskette that includes diagnostic software. The Quick Reference booklet included with the PS/2 computers has a brief "Solving Computer Problems" section. The booklet doesn't tell you this, but if you press the CTRL-A keys on the main menu of the reference diskette software, you will find the advanced diagnostic menu. This menu has a system checkout and low-level format for the fixed disk.

The menu is hidden to prevent users from accidentally losing everything on their hard disk by low-level formatting it. Do not confuse low-level formatting with DOS's high-level format done by the DOS FORMAT command.

Because many problems with the PC often involve the hard disk or files, I find the Norton Utilities an invaluable tool. I highly recommend the newest Advanced Edition version 4.5. This version includes the Norton Disk Doctor, which is an all-in-one disk diagnostic program, and a Quick Unerase tool to unerase files. The DOS check disk (CHKDSK) command is probably the most underused disk diagnostic software.

If you regularly service a particular make and model of computer, pay attention to its little idiosyncrasies. They can shorten your troubleshooting time and get you on to your next job. Using the right diagnostic tools can help you do it that much faster.

Patsch is an electronics servicer at a Euclid, OH, servicing company.
**Newnes Radio and Electronics Engineer's Pocket Book, 17th ed., by Keith Brindley; CRC Press; 201 pages; $19.95.**

This revised and expanded edition provides facts, figures and formulae useful to designers, students and service engineers in the radio and electronics industry. New sections on batteries, cables and connectors have been added, and the broadcasting information has been updated.

CRC Press, 2000 Corporate Blvd., NW, Boca Raton, FL 33431; 800-272-7737.

**Newnes Television and Video Engineer's Pocket Book, by Eugene Trundle; CRC Press; 323 pages; $19.95.**

This reference book provides practical information on TV reception from VHF to SHF; display tubes; color camera technology; videorecorder and videodisk equipment; videotext and high-fidelity sound (with picture) systems. Formal reference material, such as channel allocations, worldwide TV systems and videorecorder format specifications, is also included. The book concentrates on modern equipment. One chapter describes test instruments, fault-finding and repair techniques.

CRC Press, 2000 Corporate Blvd., NW, Boca Raton, FL 33431; 800-272-7737.

**VCR Troubleshooting & Repair Guide, by Robert C. Brenner and Gregory R. Capelo; Howard W. Sams, 256 pages; $19.95.**

This book provides guidelines for basic and advanced troubleshooting, preventive maintenance and repair of VCRs. The guide is designed for the electronics hobbyist, layperson or technician. More sophisticated service and repair functions are included for the service technician.

Howard W. Sams & Company, 4300 W. 62nd St., Indianapolis, IN 46268; 317-298-5722.

**Videocassette Recorders: A Servicing Guide, 3rd edition, by Steve Beeching; CRC Press; 221 pages; $39.95.**

This revised and expanded edition includes material on the 8mm video format, VHS HQ and Super VHS. The chapter on fault patterns and component changes has been enlarged, and a new chapter covers VHS-C format, camcorders, JVC Videomovie, camera tubes, CCD photo-sensitive pickup devices and autofocus systems.

CRC Press, 2000 Corporate Blvd., NW, Boca Raton, FL 33431; 800-272-7737.

**PC Power Protection, by Mark Waller; Howard W. Sams; 275 pages; $19.95.**

This text is a comprehensive treatment of electrical power and how it affects PCs. An overview of electricity is provided in non-technical terms and is supported by diagrams and illustrations.

The book explains how to protect PCs from sags, surges, brownouts, lightning and other damaging electrical problems.

Howard W. Sams & Company, 4300 W. 62nd St., Indianapolis, IN 46268; 317-298-5722.

**Understanding Magnetism: Magnets, Electromagnets and Superconducting Magnets, by Robert Wood; TAB Books; 176 pages; $10.60 paperback, $17.95 hardbound.**

This book, intended for general science readers and home experimenters, defines magnetism and geomagnetism and summarizes the discoveries that have shaped our understanding of magnetism and related electrical phenomena. Simple, illustrated experiments and projects allow readers to gain hands-on understanding of the role of magnetism in nature, science and everyday life.

TAB Books, Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17294-0850; 800-822-8138.

**How to Become a Successful Consultant in Electronic Servicing; ATC Books; $25.**

This book discusses fees, ethics and professional advertising and shows the reader how to develop business plans, write contracts and locate clients. The book also discusses how to be a consultant.

ATC Books, 804 Jordan Lane, Huntsville, AL 35816; 205-895-9187.

---

**STOP NEGLECTING YOUR VCR'S**

Mechanical problems in VCR's cause approximately 75% of VCR malfunctions. Adjustments are necessary to keep your VCR equipment operating properly. Tentel gauges can help! They allow technical measurements to be made, even by non-technical people.

Tentel covers the entire mechanical performance of VCR's with easy to use, universal tools. These gauges are a MUST if your job includes VCR repair, and many non-technical users merely want to set up an effective preventative maintenance program.

Call now and find out how these four gauges can perform 28 critical measurements, including hold back tape tension, elevator latching, spindle height, guide height, various tape handling torques, video head tip wear and others, to help maintain or repair your VCR's.

**Tentel® Corp.**

1506 Dell Avenue
Campbell, CA 95008

(800) 538-6894

In Calif. (408) 379-1881
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Defective safety-tab switches, especially intermittent ones, can cause a lot of headaches for servicers. The safety-tab switch tells the system-control microprocessor whether the record tab on the cassette loaded in the machine has been removed. Removal of the record tab on the videocassette will inhibit the record function. In most machines, the tab switch is open if the record tab has been removed and closed if the record tab is present.

Failure of this switch will naturally cause problems with recording. However, the symptoms will vary among the different models and manufacturers. Some machines will refuse to enter the record mode; others will enter play instead; some will even eject the cassette.

Although machines from several manufacturers have had intermittent safety-tab switch problems, we will focus on Matsushita machines. These machines are sold under a variety of brand names, including Panasonic, GE and Magnavox. In three recent model years of Matsushita machines, I have seen several cases of noisy or intermittent tab switches.

Each model year's machine has some unique symptoms when the tab switch is intermittent. Figure 1 groups the representative model numbers of the various brands into columns. All machines within a column are from the same model year and are either internally identical or very closely related. For simplicity, all examples will use the GE model numbers. The question mark symbol signifies a wild card. Many different numbers may be inserted into the question mark spaces.

Symptom: No timed recording

In the GE 1VCR50??X models, an intermittent tab switch will cause the complaint of no timer or one-touch recording. If the resistance of the tab switch

Miller is a senior bench technician for a Lancaster, PA. repair company.
increases during timed recording, the unit will unload the tape and power itself off. However, if the resistance increases during regular recording, the unit will still continue to record normally. During regular recording, the tab switch is monitored only until loading is complete. After loading is completed, the status of the tab switch is ignored. This quirk causes some diagnostic problems for the servicer because regular recording will work fine on the test bench. Yet when the customer tries timed recording at home, the unit will fail. Be aware of the quirk when servicing these machines.

**Symptom: Reverting to play mode**

The GE 1VCR60??X displays a variety of odd symptoms when the tab switch is defective. Like the 1VCR50??X, these machines will unload and power off if the tab switch opens up during any timed record function. If the switch opens up during regular recording, these units will revert to the play mode. The display will still indicate REC, but the unit will go into play. If the switch again makes contact, the unit will return to the record mode.

Another common complaint caused by a defective tab switch is that the unit intermittently records only a snowy picture and hissing sound, usually for only a few seconds at a time. This complaint would naturally lead the servicer to suspect an intermittent in the tuner or IF section. Actually, the unit is returning to the play mode. The snowy picture and absence of sound are caused by the full erase head erasing the tape, followed by reversion of the machine to the play mode before the tape can pass across the heads to be recorded.

**Symptom: Audio problems**

The 1VCR60??X machines will also display audio record problems if the tab switch develops a high resistance. If the resistance of the switch falls in the range of 0Ω to 650Ω, the recorded audio will contain noise clicks and/or motor-boating. Resistance values between 650Ω and 3,000Ω will cause the unit to record new video and erase old audio, but it won’t record any new audio. If the resistance exceeds 3,000Ω, the unit will revert to the play mode.

Figure 2, which shows a partial schematic of the 1VCR60??X, will help explain how only the audio can be affected. The tab switch is actually in two different circuits at the same time. The tab switch pulls pin 9 of IC6001 low via R0075 and thus instructs the system-control microprocessor, IC6001, that recording is allowed. It is also the ground return for Q4005, which turns on when it receives a high on its base from pin 39 of IC6001 (the audio-delay record pin). And when its emitter is returned to ground via the safety-tab switch. With Q4005 saturated, Q4004 turns on via R4028 and supplies power to the record-bias oscillator transistor, Q4006.

Q4005 also controls the record switching function of IC4002. When Q4005 is turned on, R4001 pulls pin 7 of IC4002 low, switching the IC into the record mode. If the resistance of the tab switch increases greatly, Q4005 will come out of saturation and turn off both Q4004 and IC4002. Tab-switch resistance values of 650Ω to 3,000Ω will cause IC4002 to switch to the play mode while keeping Q4004 turned on, thus maintaining the bias oscillator. This situation leads to the complaint that the unit erases old audio but will not record new audio. Tab-switch resistance values of less than 650Ω will result in erratic switching of IC4002 and complaints of clicks, drop-outs and motor-boating.

**Symptom: Ejecting the cassette**

The GE 9-71?? machines have a tab-switch circuit very similar to the 1VCR60?? machines and thus suffer from nearly the same symptoms. One major difference is that the 9-71?? will eject the cassette if the tab switch opens when the record loading process begins.

Another difference is that the 9-71?? uses a different tab switch. Both the 1VCR50??X and 1VCR60??X use the tab switch part number VSM00007. The 9-71?? series machine uses a tab switch part number VSM00012. By stockpiling just these two switches, you can repair units over three different model years in more than six different brands. Cleaning these switches is a very temporary fix. Always replace a noisy or intermittent tab switch.

Because of the intermittent nature of these switches, I install a new one in any Matsushita machine with a record problem. These switches are relatively inexpensive, so I also make it a practice to routinely replace them in machines that are in for major service, such as video head replacement.
**WANTED**

Information or source of supply for reconditioning 12-inch and 15-inch stereo speakers. Bob Kramer, 919 Grove St., Aurora, IL 60505, 712-889-8946.

Schematic or photocopy for Admiral model 19C8258 TV, chassis 266MAET-4 (this chassis has an electronic remote timer — Sams 1750 has the chassis, but without the electronic timer), and the hand remote if reasonable. Robert E. Duncan, 1513 Sixth St., Eureka, CA 95501; 707-442-2794. 7 p.m. to 11:30 p.m.

Microwave oven leakage tester, dead or alive, any condition; D.A.T.A. audio/video IC books; shop interested in repairing Sony chassis or modules. Clarence D. Wilken, CW Electronics, 11728 W. 72 W, Fort Worth, IL 60305; 312-233-0224.

"Applied Practical Radio, Television," 1958 Coyne Electrical School, — have volumes 1-7, need balance; schematic for 1947 Sears table-top radio #10-403, type 47, 80 tubes; screw-in filter caps, 8xF @ $450 (C-x2) for 1930 Edison cathedral. Jay Delasse, 17 Sedlin Ave., Richmond, NY 10341; 718-981-1218/761-6559.


Recent TV servicing course by NRI, CIE, etc.; flybacks: Sony 1-439-254-11, Pananeonic TLF 14712F. Ed Herber, 400 N. Third St., Msierville, PA 17954.

Schematic or service manual for Unitech model SSV1000 VIR. Will purchase or copy and return. Roger Frank, 2303 Rudolph Road, Eau Claire, WI 54701; 715-834-9430.

Power transformer for a Reader's Digest model RDA-860 stereo. Arnold Electronics, 1303 Christy Ave., Lawerciville, IL 62439; 618-943-2287.

Sencore model FC147 filament checker in A-1 condition. Paul Capito, 637 W. 21st St., Erie, PA 16502.

Knight KG-688 audio generator; KG-686 RF generator; 83XV137 RF generator. Charles T. Huth, 229 Melmore St., Tiffin, OH 44883; 419-448-0007.

Service manual or schematic for KLEH model 27 receiver. Will buy or copy and return. A.J.'s Electronics, 601A Herber St., Port Florence, FL 33209; 904-767-0672.

Philco complete deflection yoke assembly (service part number 76-14181-1) for chassis 19FT600B. Philco model 3051NTWA color TV, new or used, in perfect condition — no defects! R.P. Gehring, 3423 N. Story St., Appleton, WI 54914.


High-voltage tripler, part number 8800-3262, for Dumont 90 oscilloscope, AN/USM-281.I.E. H.L. Mitchell, 1930 Rebecca Drive, Clearwater, FL 34624; 813-446-8702.

Schematic and parts for old radios — especially the Philco Chassis III (uses type 24 tetrodes). Do any of you readers have information about this old marvel? W.C. Gayker, Allegheny Power System, Cabin Hill, Greensburg, PA 15601; 412-838-6410.

FOR SALE

Sencore equipment: SG165 AM/FM stereo analyzer, $900; PR57 Pworter, $300, AV62 video analyzer with VC63/NT64, $2,800; SC-61 waveform analyzer scope, $2,500; TC-28 tube/translator checker, $200; LC-33 Z-meter, $300. All in new condition, with boxes/manuals.

Chuck Hurley, HCR-2 Box 86A, Dumas, TX 79029; 806-935-4040.

Sencore Super Stack CRT tester/restore with 24 sockets, excellent condition, $300 (includes shipping). Don's Electronic Repair, 68 E. Main St., Fort Kent, ME 04743; 207-834-5742, ask for Don.

Motorola Quasar modules, all new and some PTS rebuilt, up to 50% off dealer rate. Hawaiian TV, 1250 S. King St., Honolulu, HI 96814; 808-521-3383.

Ballantine model 305 P.P. VTVM, 5000V to IV, like new, $90; meters: Weston 301, 0-20a, 50a, 200a, $5; Hickok model 610A sweep generator, covers ch. 1-3 and FM band with AMI markers, 19-48Mc, like new, $90. Paul Rudak, 50 Llewellyn Ave., Bloomfield, NJ 07003; 201-745-3938.

NRI microprocessor technology course, includes BASIC TRS-80 Color Computer 2 with all experiments and manuals, floppy disk drive with Color DOS, joystick, computer access card, software, parts for experiments. 27 lessons, $100. Wesley S. Twadd, Route 3 Box 1-D, Brandsby, WV 26502; 304-294-5614 anytime.

Retired — must sell Sams #1200-#1700, $1.85 each; #1800-#2543, $2.50 each. RCA test jig and adapters, $125; TV modules, $5 each; yokes, $3; flybacks, $5; new tubes in boxes, $28/100; TCG transistors; microfiche reader, $45. H. Weynoth, P.O. Box 657, W. Haven, NY 10931; 914-942-2173.

RCA service manuals for color and B&W TVs, radios, stereo, phono, cover 1968 to 1982, $100. Add shipping. Weight about 150 pounds. Pick up if possible. Rene Racine, 3 Victory Drive, S. Burlington, VT 05403; 802-658-3957.

HP model 410B VTVM, measures up to 1000Vdc, 750Vac, $95; HP model 302C scope, 500kHz bandpass, identical vertical and horizontal amplifiers from 0.2mV/cm to 20V/cm, $195. Tektronix model RM504 scope, 45kHz bandpass, single vertical input from 5mV/cm to 20V/cm, $165. Add $10 for insured UPS shipping. COD is OK too. Fred Jones, 407 Morningbird Court, Niceville, FL 32578; 850-678-1803.

Give-away — Sams Photofacts #300-#9999, just pay UPS COD charges; Sams #1000 to date, test equipment; office equipment. Call or write for list and prices. Charles G. Owens, Charles TV, Route 210 & Poplar Lane, Indian Head, MD 20640; 301-743-7777.

A.B. Dick mimeograph machine with instructions and service manual, $254 shipping; standard/new tubes in manufacturers cartons, 90% off list price; text books, service manuals, magazines, radio and TV parts. Send large SASE for list. M. Seligson, 1455 55th St., Brooklyn, NY 11239.

Sencore VA62 universal video analyzer plus and AD232 banana/scope adapter and VA62 "Learning Audio and Video" tapes, $2,800; Sencore VC63 VCR test accessory, $350; Sencore CR70 Beam Builder universal CRT analyzer and resolver, $975. All equipment is new and includes associated test leads and instruction manuals. Clarence G. McKee, 9566 Zion Road, Rives Junction, MI 49277; 517-569-3139.

B&K model 283 digital multimeter, $300; B&K model 440 CRT rejuvenator, $35; Sencore CG25 Little Huey color generator, $90; Tektronix taster subber, $30. Triplet model 660 watt meter, $45. No reasonable offer refused. Raytheon TV, 803 Orchard St., Raynham, MA 02768; 508-824-4269.


Vanco universal VHF channel knobs (factory sealed packages) — TVK-1 (6), TVK-2 (9), TVK-3 (4), all 19 pieces, $20 pisd; Ampex R-R recorders for parts MOPS 860, 1160, 1450, $25 each; new in box, Beckman temperature probe (for MOD 30), $25. Jim Rango, P.O. Box 613, Minneapolis, MN 55404.

Tentelometer model TZ-H7-UM tape tension gauge, TQ600 torque gauge. Tentel model TSH-VF VHS spindle-height gauge. Tentel model HFG-1 head protrusion gauge, SI stand, complete set for $1,000. All in excellent condition, less than 6 months old. Brett Meyers, 607 W. Copper, Butte, MT 59701; 406-782-2766.

Sencore V662 video analyzer and SC61 waveform analyzer, like new, in original boxes with all leads, schematics and manuals, $4,200; also many other items: B&K, Heath, Tektronix. No collect calls. Jeff Fischborn, 9820 SW 159th St., Miami, FL 33157; 305-233-6040.

Heathkit model 10-4560 oscilloscope with manuals and probes, nearly new, asking $80 plus shipping. Richardson Circuits, Dick's Electronics, 820 W. Hwy 80 SP 29, El Centro, CA 92243.

Sams Photographics, #660 through #1700, Uniden 6000, 5000, 1000 satellite receivers; GST, CQ, 73 magazines; test equipment; Quasar modules; Sylvania test jigs. Send SASE for list. Chequamegon Electronics, 917 MacArthur Ave., Ashland, WI 54806.

Classified

Advertising rates in the Classified Section are $1.65 per word, per insertion, and must be accompanied by payment to insure publication.

Each initial or abbreviation counts as a full word.

Minimum classified charge $35.00.

For ads on which replies are sent to us for forwarding (blind ads), there is an additional charge of $4.00 per insertion to cover department number, processing of replies, and mailing costs.

Classified columns are not open to advertising of any products regularly produced by manufacturers unless used and no longer owned by the manufacturer or distributor.

FOR SALE

VHS-VCR Repair Solutions Volumes I, II, III. Each contains 150 symptoms and cures, cross reference chart, free assistance. Each $11.95; any two $19.95; any three $29.95; all $39.95. Eagle Electronics, 52053 Locks Lane, Granger, IN 46530. 01-16 TFN

TV/VCR TUFF TIPS listed by mfg. & model. Over 400 tips. $21.95. TV Tips only $11.95. VCR Tips only $13.95. VCR CROSS-REFERENCE listing for electronically similar manufacturers, RCA, GE, Sylvania, Panasonic, Oceanic, Quasar, Magnavox, Philco, & J.C. Penney. $19.95. TV/VCR FAILURE HISTORIES. Multiple cures for most problem areas. Send $7.95 with mfg. and model number. Money will be refunded with free sample if model is not on database. Add $1.50 postage and handling. TECH CURES, 4825 Frederickburg Road, San Antonio, Texas 78229 12-18 TFN

NEED A TORQUE METER? I built one for you, can build one for you, too. Plans $4.00. Anything Electronics, Route 3, Box 180, Brandenburg, KY 40108. 6-89 Tfn

REDUCED 75%, Diehl Mark V scanner $249, Diehl Mark III scanner $99. New, 2805 University Ave., Madison, Wis. 53705. 608-236-4629, 608-233-9741. 3-99 Tfn

Owner relocating — service manuals (Sans, Quasar, NAP), test equipment, tubes, parts inventory, 41-inch TV, office equipment, van, building, land, many misc. items. Building adaptable to many uses; great hunting and fishing area. Send SASE: R.N. Yasko, Fremont TV, 407 E. Main St., Fremont, WI 54440; 414-446-2239.

Shop closing — VCR test kit, RCA test jig (10106A) and adaptors for RCA TVs, microwave leakage tester, all for $500. Call for other items for sale. Charles M. Woodland, 3133 Eighth St., Meridian, ID 93930; 601-482-3995.

Collectors items: Rider perpetual service manuals, abridged volumes 1 through 5, volume I and volumes VI through XIX. Best offer. Paul Townsend Electronics, P.O. Box 501, Ashston, IL 61006; 312-453-2338.

Sencore V662 w/acc., NT64 pattern generator, TF46 Super Cricketer, 143 CRT tester w/book, 1VM 36 digital meter w/book, Hybrider tube/ran checker, B&K 120 color generator, B&K 1827 frequency counter, Sil testing jig with more than 40 hookups, Zenith model 852-357 SYS analyzer, RCA-fiche card set, Hitachi scope V-1525 15MHz. Package deal, $5,000. Tim Gruber, Tim's TV Service, 3102 Chenz Road NE, Albuquerque, NM 87111; 505-256-6449.

Sencore model 700 tube tester; Sencore model TR139 transistor tester; Conar model 250 oscilloscope; NRI model 311 professional resistor-capacitor tester; one set (24 volumes) Supreme radio manuals. Elmer J. Alderman, Route 2 Box 139, Madison, NC 27025.

B&K-Precision Deluxe Precision model 1260 NTSC video generator, never used, in box, $1,000; B&K model 467 CRT restorer/analyzer with new extra sockets, used 10 times, $400; Tektronix model 2246, 100MHz, in warranty, with two probes, used one week, $1,650. Add UPS — money order, cashiers check only. Robert D. Duncaun, 1513 Sixth St., Eureka, CA 95501; 707-442-2794 7 p.m. to 11:30 p.m. PST.


Sencore SC61 video analyzer in unopened factory carton, just returned from Sencore factory — updated and calibrated, $2,200. Rolly Olipltian, 9785 S.E. Hwy. 42, Summerfield, FL 32691; 904-245-3786 evenings.

B&K model 2120 20MHz dual-trace oscilloscope, almost new, in box, with accessories and cables, $350; B&K model 1246 digital IC color generator with leather case, very good condition, $65. Donald Miller, Solid State TV, 102 E. Aurora St., Ironwood, MI 49938; 906-932-1993, no collect calls.

HELP WANTED

CENTRAL FLORIDA REPAIR SHOP needs an experienc ed video/audio visual service technician. Send resume to Blumberg Communications, Inc., 7101 Presidents Drive, Orlando, Florida 32806, attn: Service Dept. 5-89 Tfn

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

TV SERVICE SHOP/VCR tape rental in the Florida Keys fully equipped, 11 year owner retiring. Ray At Coldwell Banker, (305) 872-3050. 6-89 Tfn

VCR SERVICING BUSINESS IN MONTEREY, CA. Only one. Can be expanded. Great lease with apartment. Owners leaving area. $39,500. Beautiful beaches, great schools & clean air. Agent 406-625-5581. PO. Box 4335, Carmel, Ca. 93921. 6-89 Tfn

BE YOUR OWN BOSS—Audio/Video/TV/Radio sales and service. Perfect small business for 1-2 man operation. Profitable Colorado business. Low overhead, owner can finance. 303-887-3554. 6-89 Tfn

TV VCR SERVICE BUSINESS and four story building with living quarters. Located in Baito, Maryland. Call 1-301-467-0705. 6-89 Tfn

ELECTRONICS BUSINESS: very diverse, factory sys contracts, installations for major dealers. Growing security dept., all equipment & truck included, $55,000. Northern N.J. 201-575-6217. 6-89 Tfn

SERVICES

SPEAKER REPAIR: 41st Ave. Speakers reconditioned. Cross-over parts. Orban Audio, 119 7th St. NW, North Canton, Ohio 44720, (216) 493-9332 6pm-8pm EST. 4-89 Tfn
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"Tech's Guide To Pricing" updated 5th edition, a framework for setting rates that apply to Hi-Tech products. A formula that guarantees SUCCESS! Call Toll Free for details
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Moving?

Take us with you.

Just peel off your subscription mailing label and attach it to the address change card inside this issue. Please allow 6-8 weeks to process your address change.
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GO AHEAD... Make A Mistake

Fused to 600 Volts AC/DC to help protect instrument as well as user from mis-application

MODEL AM-12
- 20 Industrial Ranges
- 1Ω Resolution
- Pocket Size
Price: $44.85

MODEL AM-4B
- .01Ω Resolution
- Sensitive 20μA/20Ω Ranges
- Audible Continuity
Price: $104.85

MODEL AM-14
- Direct Temperature Reading
- 200mV & 20MΩ Ranges
- Convenient Intermediate Range
- Audible Continuity
Price: $64.85

ALL MODELS INCLUDE
- Over Range Indication
- Low Battery Indication
- Auto Zeroes
- Reversed Polarity Indication
- Standard Banana Jacks
- PTC Protection to 500V AC/DC on all Ohms Ranges
- Fuse Protection to 600V AC/DC on all mA/μA Ranges

630 MERRICK ROAD, P.O. BOX 329
Area Code 516-593-5600 • ITT TLX 4971416
FAX 516-593-5682
For your own reputation and in your customers' best interest always insist on

Genuine Zenith

Remanufactured Replacement Parts
Reconditioned and Serviced for Reliability by Zenith People
as Knowledgeable and Dedicated as Those Who Made the Originals!

One of the easiest, fastest, and surest ways for you to preserve the pedigree and maintain the quality of the Zenith products you service is with genuine Zenith replacement parts.

And at no time is this more critical than when you replace the more sophisticated components like modules, tuners, channel selectors and sub-assemblies.

Your participating Zenith parts distributor will supply you with a replacement remanufactured, reconditioned and serviced for reliability by Zenith people as dedicated and knowledgeable as those who made the original.

Equally important, the replacement module or sub-assembly you receive in exchange from your Zenith parts distributor will most likely incorporate any Zenith factory-made modifications in effect at the time of remanufacture.

And nowhere else but in a participating Zenith parts distributor's Exchange Program can you get assurance that a replacement incorporates Zenith factory up-dates!

To learn the location of the Zenith R&R Exchange Counter in your area, write on your company letterhead and we will help you locate one that's nearby.

Risking an exchange for a Zenith replacement anywhere else doesn't make sense. Not when factory-fresh replacement modules and sub-assemblies are so readily available thru a Zenith parts distributor's Exchange Program! Write now!